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Objective: The objective of the course is to provide a broad outline of Information Technology 

and its application at corporate business units and to understand all the issues related to the IT 

management. 

1. IT planning and strategy tools: Strategy analysis – environment analysis- Conducting 

strategy audit- Assessing opportunities and risks- Company –technology analysis – 

Industry –technology analysis Trajectories of technology. 

2. Extending the enterprise: Organising for innovation –Collaboration- Understanding 

business networks: differentiation interdependence and ownership – Designing hybrid 

governance models- Building collaborative community- Emerging network business 

models.  

3. IT Alignments : Building the case for IT- leveraging infrastructure and creating 

options- Components of internet working infrastructures –Rise of internet working – 

business implications, Managing IT services : Availability facilities- uninterruptible 

power –Delivery- climate control – security – New service models. 

4. IT outsources - Managing risk through incremental outsourcing- Outsourcing 

advantages and disadvantages- Outsourcing opportunities- Managing relationships with 

outsourcing agencies, Coordination and control of IT: Development stages of IT in 

organising- Nolans’ model- Distributed data processing - Centralisation vs 

decentralisation- drivers toward user dominance- Drivers towards centralised policy- 

Coordination and location IT policy.  

5. Project management: Project categories- Project management: stage in project –

planning and controlling tools-Problems – Towards effective project management, 

Technology and innovation:Understanding technological developments- Technology 

cycles-. Creative idea generation- Employee creativity – R&D- Role in technology 

development.  

 

Text Books: 
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strategy and Management,  TMH  
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UNIT-1 

IT PLANNING AND STRATEGY TOOLS 

1. STRATEGY ANALYSIS: 

Strategic analysis refers to the process of conducting research on a company 

and its operating environment to formulate a strategy. The definition of strategic 

analysis may differ from an academic or business perspective, but the process 

involves several common factors: 

1) Identifying and evaluating data relevant to the company’s strategy. 

2) Defining the internal and external environments to be analyzed. 

3) Using several analytic methods such as, 

 

a) SWOT analysis. 

b) PEST analysis. 

c) Porter’s five forces analysis. 

d) Four corner’s analysis. 

e) Value chain analysis. 

f) Early warning scans. 

 

 A strategy is a plan of actions taken by managers to achieve the 

company’s overall goal and other subsidiary goals. It determines the 

success of a company.  

 In strategy, a company is essentially asking itself, “Where do you 

want to play and how are you going to win?” The following guide 

gives a high-level overview of business strategy, its implementation, 

and the processes to lead to business success. 

Vision, Mission, and Values 

To develop a business strategy, a company needs a very well-defined 

understanding of what it is and what it represents. Strategists need to look at the 

following: 

 Vision – What it wants to achieve in the future (5-10 years) 
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 Mission Statement – What business a company is in and rallies people 

 Values – The fundamental beliefs of an organization reflecting its 

commitments    and ethics 

After gaining a deep understanding of the company’s vision, mission, and 

values, strategists can help the business undergo a strategic analysis. The purpose 

of a strategic analysis is to analyze an organization’s external and internal 

environment, assess current strategies, and generate and evaluate the most 

successful strategic alternatives. 

1.2 Strategic Analysis Process – 

1) Perform an environmental analysis of current strategies. 

2) Determine the effectiveness of existing strategies. 

3) Formulate plans. 

4) Recommend and implement the most viable strategy. 

 

The following infographic demonstrates the strategic analysis process: 
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1. Perform an environmental analysis of current strategies 

 Starting from the beginning, a company needs to complete an environmental 

analysis of its current strategies. Internal environment considerations include issues 

such as operational inefficiencies, employee morale, and constraints from financial 

issues. External environment considerations include political trends, economic 

shifts, and changes in consumer tastes. 

 

2. Determine the effectiveness of existing strategies 

 A key purpose of a strategic analysis is to determine the effectiveness of the 

current strategy amid the prevailing business environment. Strategists must ask 

themselves questions such as: Is our strategy failing or succeeding? Will we meet 

our stated goals? Does our strategy align with our vision, mission, and values? 
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3. Formulate plans 

 If the answer to the questions posed in the assessment stage is “No” or “Unsure,” 

we undergo a planning stage where the company proposes strategic alternatives.  

 Strategists may propose ways to keep costs low and operations leaner. Potential 

strategic alternatives include changes in capital structure, changes in supply chain 

management, or any other alternative to a business process. 

4. Recommend and implement the most viable strategy 

 Lastly, after assessing strategies and proposing alternatives, we reach the 

recommendation. After assessing all possible strategic alternatives, we choose to 

implement the most viable and quantitatively profitable strategy.  

 After producing a recommendation, we iteratively repeat the entire process. 

Strategies must be implemented, assessed, and re-assessed. They must change 

because business environments are not static. 

 

Levels of Strategy – 

1) Corporate-level (Portfolio) 

2) Business-level 

3) Functional-level 

 

1. Corporate-level (Portfolio) 

 At the highest level, corporate strategy involves high-level strategic decisions that 

will help a company sustain a competitive advantage and remain profitable in the 

foreseeable future. Corporate-level decisions are all-encompassing of a company. 
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2. Business-level 

 At the median level of strategy are business-level decisions. The business-level 

strategy focuses on market positions to help the company gain a competitive 

advantage in its own industry or other industries. 

3. Functional-level 

 At the lowest level are functional-level decisions. They focus on activities within 

and between different functions aimed at improving the efficiency of the overall 

business. The strategies are focused on particular functions and groups. 

Strategic analysis can be measured by following methods-- 

a) SWOT 

SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.  

 By definition, Strengths (S) and Weaknesses (W) are considered to be 

internal factors over which you have some measure of control. Also, by 

definition, Opportunities (O) and Threats (T) are considered to be external 

factors over which you have essentially no control. 

 SWOT Analysis is the most renowned tool for audit and analysis of the 

overall strategic position of the business and its environment. Its key 

purpose is to identify the strategies that will create a firm specific business 

model that will best align an organization’s resources and capabilities to the 

requirements of the environment in which the firm operates. 

 In other words, it is the foundation for evaluating the internal potential and 

limitations and the probable/likely opportunities and threats from the 

external environment.  

 It views all positive and negative factors inside and outside the firm that 

affect the success. A consistent study of the environment in which the firm 

operates helps in forecasting/predicting the changing trends and also helps 

in including them in the decision-making process of the organization. 
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 b) Porter's Five Forces 

 Porter's Five Forces is a simple but powerful tool for understanding the 

competitiveness of your business environment, and for identifying your 

strategy's potential profitability. 

 This is useful, because, when you understand the forces in your environment 

or industry that can affect your profitability, you'll be able to adjust your 

strategy accordingly. For example, you could take fair advantage of a strong 

position or improve a weak one, and avoid taking wrong steps in future. 

 The tool was created by Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter, 

to analyze an industry's attractiveness and likely profitability. Since its 

publication in 1979, it has become one of the most popular and highly 

regarded business strategy tools. 

 Porter recognized that organizations likely keep a close watch on their rivals, 

but he encouraged them to look beyond the actions of their competitors and 

examine what other factors could impact the business environment. 

 He identified five forces that make up the competitive environment, and which 

can erode your profitability. These are: 

1) Competitive Rivalry  

 

 This looks at the number and strength of your competitors. How many rivals 

do you have? Who are they, and how does the quality of their products and 

services compare with yours? 

 Where rivalry is intense, companies can attract customers with aggressive price 

cuts and high-impact marketing campaigns. Also, in markets with lots of 

rivals, your suppliers and buyers can go elsewhere if they feel that they're not 

getting a good deal from you. 

 On the other hand, where competitive rivalry is minimal, and no one else is 

doing what you do, then you'll likely have tremendous strength and healthy 

profits. 

 

 

 

https://hbr.org/2008/01/the-five-competitive-forces-that-shape-strategy
https://hbr.org/2008/01/the-five-competitive-forces-that-shape-strategy
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2) Supplier Power 

 

 This is determined by how easy it is for your suppliers to increase their prices. 

How many potential suppliers do you have? How unique is the product or 

service that they provide, and how expensive would it be to switch from one 

supplier to another? 

 The more you have to choose from, the easier it will be to switch to a cheaper 

alternative. But the fewer suppliers there are, and the more you need their 

help, the stronger their position and their ability to charge you more. That can 

impact your profit. 

3) Buyer Power 

 

 Here, you ask yourself how easy it is for buyers to drive your prices down. 

How many buyers are there, and how big are their orders? How much would it 

cost them to switch from your products and services to those of a rival? Are 

your buyers strong enough to dictate terms to you? 

  

 When you deal with only a few savvy customers, they have more power, but 

your power increases if you have many customers. 

4) Threat of Substitution 

 This refers to the likelihood of your customers finding a different way of doing 

what you do. For example, if you supply a unique software product that 

automates an important process, people may substitute it by doing the process 

manually or by outsourcing it.  

 A substitution that is easy and cheap to make can weaken your position and 

threaten your profitability. 

  

5) Threat of New Entry 

 

 Your position can be affected by people's ability to enter your market. So, 

think about how easily this could be done. How easy is it to get a foothold in 

your industry or market? How much would it cost, and how tightly is your 

sector regulated? 

 If it takes little money and effort to enter your market and compete effectively, 

or if you have little protection for your key technologies, then rivals can 

quickly enter your market and weaken your position.  

 If you have strong and durable barriers to entry, then you can preserve a 

favorable position and take fair advantage of it. 
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Figure 1 – Porter's Five Forces 
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c) Four Corners Analysis: 

           

 The Four Corners Analysis, developed Michael Porter, is a model well 

designed to help company strategists assess a competitor's intent and 

objectives, and the strengths it is using to achieve them.  

 It is a useful technique to evaluate competitors and generate insights 

concerning likely competitor strategy changes and determine competitor 

reaction to environmental changes and industry shifts. 

 By examining a competitor's current strategy, future goals, assumptions about 

the market, and core capabilities, the Four Corners Model helps analysts 

address four core questions: 

 

o Motivation - What drives the competitor? Look for drivers at 

various levels and dimensions so you can gain insights into future 

goals. 

o Current Strategy - What is the competitor doing and what is the 

competitor capable of doing? 

o Capabilities - What are the strengths and weaknesses of the 

competitor? 

o Management Assumptions - What assumptions are made by the 

competitor's management team? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Porter
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d) Value chain analysis  

 VAC is a process where a firm identifies its primary and support activities that 

add value to its final product and then analyze these activities to reduce costs 

or increase differentiation. 

 Value chain represents the internal activities a firm engages in when 

transforming inputs into outputs. 
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Understanding the tool 

 Value chain analysis is a strategy tool used to analyze internal firm activities. Its 

goal is to recognize, which activities are the most valuable (i.e. are the source of 

cost or differentiation advantage) to the firm and which ones could be improved 

to provide competitive advantage.  

 In other words, by looking into internal activities, the analysis reveals where a 

firm’s competitive advantages or disadvantages are. The firm that competes 

through differentiation advantage will try to perform its activities better than 

competitors would do. 

 If it competes through cost advantage, it will try to perform internal activities at 

lower costs than competitors would do. When a company is capable of 

producing goods at lower costs than the market price or to provide superior 

products, it earns profits. 

e) Early warning scans 

 
 Early warning scans are used to detect or predict important events as early as 

possible. They may be used to understand where competitors are likely to attack 

the business from and assess the probability that a given scenario will happen. 

 Business analysts may use early warning scans as an intuitive technique for 

systematically and regularly tracking major assumptions about competitors and 

the task environment into the future with the aim of informing decision-makers 

when situations change in a possibly risky and significant way. 

   Competitive firms, especially those that function across vibrant markets and have 

a multi-national outlook need to implement this technique. 

   Crucially, business analysts are mandated to anticipate and prevent possibly 

substantial antagonistic marketplace surprises or movements by connecting 

evidence collected from quantities of data using the early warning scans technique. 

 

 

https://www.strategicmanagementinsight.com/topics/competitive-advantage.html
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  According to experts, there are four sources of signals that can benefit 

organizations: 

 (a) From the present external world, 

 (b) From the projected external future, 

 (c) From the internal processes of the organization, and 

 (d) From internal factors that may impact the organization in the future. 

 

 Implementing the early warning scans in business is often difficult since 

consistent market-linked issues are discussed instead of looming events. 

 The business analyst is therefore tasked with developing a usable methodology 

in this discipline that will aid in enhancement of their calculations hence, 

offering forecasts which are more robust. There are seven significant 

components of an early warning scan system that should be considered when 

defining a business strategy: 

f) The Blue Ocean Strategy -- 

 

 Blue ocean strategy is the simultaneous pursuit of differentiation 

and low cost to open up a new market space and create new demand. It is about 

creating and capturing uncontested market space, thereby making the competition 

irrelevant. 

 For a company to successfully shift from red to blue oceans, Chan Kim and 

Renee Mauborgne have identified three key components that are needed: 

adopting a blue ocean perspective; having tools and methodology for market 

creation; and having a humanistic process. 

 The first component, adopting a blue ocean perspective, opens your mind to 

what could be, instead of limiting it to what is. Organizations that shift from 

market competing to market creating ask fundamentally different sets of 

questions, which in turn enable them to perceive and appreciate the fallacies 

behind long-held industry assumptions and best practices. 
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 The second component is having practical tools for market creation with 

proper guidance on how to apply them. If the right perspective is a matter of 

shifting one’s strategic thinking by asking different questions, market-creating 

tools and guidance enable you to ask the right questions at the right point in the 

process and to see the significance of the answers.  

 Taken together, they build people’s creative competence. Step-by-step, they 

guide you through the central questions for making a blue ocean shift.The third 

component is having humanness in the process, which builds peoples’ 

confidence to own and drive the blue ocean shift process for effective execution. 

Without the confidence to act, few venture down a new path, no matter how 

clear the roadmap.  

 When creative competence and confidence to act are combined, real results 

are achievable. 

 Blue Ocean Shift shows you how to embrace and act on these three key 

components to successfully carve your path from market competing to market 
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creating in a way that people own and drive the 
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2. ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS: 

 
 Environmental analysis is a strategic tool. It is a process to identify all the 

external and internal elements, which can affect the organization’s performance. 

The analysis entails assessing the level of threat or opportunity the factors 

might present.  

 These evaluations are later translated into the decision-making process. The 

analysis helps align strategies with the firm’s environment. 

 Our market is facing changes every day. Many new things develop over time 

and the whole scenario can alter in only a few seconds. There are some factors 

that are beyond your control. But, you can control a lot of these things. 

 Businesses are greatly influenced by their environment. All the situational 

factors which determine day to day circumstances impact firms. So, businesses 

must constantly analyze the trade environment and the market. 

 There are many strategic analysis tools that a firm can use, but some are more 

common. The most used detailed analysis of the environment is the PESTLE 

analysis.  

 This is a bird’s eye view of the business conduct. Managers and strategy 

builders use this analysis to find where their market currently.  It also helps 

foresee where the organization will be in the future. 

 PESTLE analysis consists of various factors that affect the business 

environment. Each letter in the acronym signifies a set of factors. These factors 

can affect every industry directly or indirectly. 

The letters in PESTLE, also called PESTEL, denote the following things: 

 Political factors 

 Economic factors 

 Social factors 

 Technological factors 

 Legal factors 

 Environmental factor 

Often, managers choose to learn about political, economic, social and 

technological factors only. In that case, they conduct the PEST analysis.  

 

http://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis/
http://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis/
http://pestleanalysis.com/analyse-pestel/
http://pestleanalysis.com/category/pest-analysis/
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 PEST is also an environmental analysis. It is a shorter version of PESTLE 

analysis. STEP, STEEP, STEEPLE, STEEPLED, STEPJE and LEPEST: All of 

these are acronyms for the same set of factors. Some of them gauge additional 

factors like ethical and demographical factors. 

The 6 most commonly assessed factors in environmental analysis. 

P for Political factors 

 The political factors take the country’s current political situation. It also 

reads the global political condition’s effect on the country and business. When 

conducting this step, ask questions like “What kind of government leadership is 

impacting decisions of the firm?” 

Some political factors that you can study are: 

 Government policies 

 Taxes laws and tariff 

 Stability of government 

 Entry mode regulations 

E for Economic factors 

 Economic factors involve all the determinants of the economy and its state. 

These are factors that can conclude the direction in which the economy might 

move. So, businesses analyze this factor based on the environment. It helps to set 

up strategies in line with changes. 

 Some determinants you can assess to know how economic factors are affecting 

your business below: 

 The inflation rate 

 The interest rate 

 Disposable income of buyers 

 Credit accessibility 

 Unemployment rates 

 The monetary or fiscal policies 

 The foreign exchange rate 

http://pestleanalysis.com/tag/steeple-analysis/
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S for Social factors 

 Countries vary from each other. Every country has a distinctive mindset. 

These attitudes have an impact on the businesses. The social factors might 

ultimately affect the sales of products and services. 

Some of the social factors you should study are: 

 The cultural implications 

 The gender and connected demographics 

 The social lifestyles 

 The domestic structures 

 Educational levels 

 Distribution of Wealth 

T for Technological factors 

 Technology is advancing continuously. The advancement is greatly 

influencing businesses. Performing environmental analysis on these factors will 

help you stay up to date with the changes.  

 Technology alters every minute. This is why companies must stay connected 

all the time. Firms should integrate when needed. Technological factors will 

help you know how the consumers react to various trends. 

Firms can use these factors for their benefit: 

 New discoveries 

 Rate of technological obsolescence 

 Rate of technological advances 

 Innovative technological platforms 

 

L for Legal factors 

 Legislative changes take place from time to time. Many of these changes affect 

the business environment. If a regulatory body sets up a regulation for 

industries, for example, that law would impact industries and business in that 
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economy. So, businesses should also analyze the legal developments in 

respective environments. 

Some legal factors you need to be aware of: 

 Product regulations 

 Employment regulations 

 Competitive regulations 

 Patent infringements 

 Health and safety regulations 

E for Environmental factors 

 The location influences business trades. Changes in climatic changes can 

affect the trade. The consumer reactions to particular offering can also be an 

issue. This most often affects agri-businesses. 

Some environmental factors you can study are: 

 Geographical location 

 The climate and weather 

 Waste disposal laws 

 Energy consumption regulation 

 People’s attitude towards the environment 

There are many external factors other than the ones mentioned above. None of 

these factors are independent. They rely on each other. 

If you are wondering how you can conduct environmental analysis, here are 5 

simple steps you could follow: 

1. Understand all the environmental factors before moving to the next step. 

2. Collect all the relevant information. 

3. Identify the opportunities for your organization. 

4. Recognize the threats your company faces. 

5. The final step is to take action. 
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 It is true that industry factors have an impact on the company performance. 

Environmental analysis is essential to determine what role certain factors play 

in your business. 

 PEST or PESTLE analysis allows businesses to take a look at the external 

factors. Many organizations use these tools to project the growth of their 

company effectively. 

 The analyses provide a good look at factors like revenue, profitability, and 

corporate success. If you want to take the right decisions for your 

firm, employ environmental analysis. The analysis you should conduct 

depends on the nature of your company. 

3. CONDUCTING STRATEGY AUDIT: 

 
 A strategic audit is an in-depth review to determine whether a company is 

meeting its organizational objectives in the most efficient way. Additionally, it 

examines whether the company is utilizing its resources fully.  

 A successful strategic audit is beneficial to any company. It assesses 

various aspects of a business and evaluates and determines the most 

appropriate direction for the company to move toward in achieving its goals. 

Complete a strategic audit utilizing six phase, they are  

 

1) Resource Audit. 

2) Value Chain Analysis. 

3) Core Competence Analysis. 

4) Performance Analysis. 

5) Portfolio Analysis. 

6) SWOT Analysis 

 

 

1) Resource Audit 
 Conduct a full assessment of all resources owned or allocated by the 

business that are utilized to carry out organizational objectives. Cash balances 

and capital are included in this tally. 

http://pestleanalysis.com/pestle-analysis-business-environmental-analysis/
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 Determining resources requires accounting for physical property such as 

buildings and lots. Additionally, categorize human resources by assessing 

staffers' skill set. Also account for intangible resources such as reputations and 

brand name power. 

 

2) Value Chain Analysis 
 Inspect all business activities to determine how each one contributes or 

hinders organizational objectives. M.E. Porter separated activities into two 

categories: primary and support activities. 

 Primary activities consist of in-bound and out-bound logistics, or materials 

and products coming in and moving out of the company. Primary activities 

also include operations, marketing and sales.  

 Support activities are made up of human resources, procurement and 

infrastructure. 

3) Core Competence Analysis 
 Determine the core competence that distinguishes your company from its 

competitors. Traditionally, there are four core competencies: quality, 

service, cost and flexibility. 

 Quality-driven organizations focus on carving a niche by supplying the best 

quality products and developing a reliable and trustworthy reputation. 

Alternatively, a cost-driven strategy involves offering products or services 

more cost-effective than the competition. 

4) Performance Analysis 
 Evaluate the performance of the company against established information 

obtained in the earlier phases. For example, with full knowledge of all 

company resources, gauge whether the business is utilizing those completely 

or whether there are areas that need improvement.  

 Performance evaluations can consist of comparing past performance with 

current performance or assessing and measuring against competitors. 

5) Portfolio Analysis 

 Inventory the overall securities, investments and business units of the 

company and analyze them in relation to risk vs. return. 

 A portfolio analysis allows companies to understand better which areas to 

highlight and which areas to phase out.  
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 This criterion can provide information through multiple resources to 

identify products that are not selling well. This enables you to allocate funds 

and resources more efficiently to the products or services that offer a larger 

return. 

 

6) SWOT Analysis 

 A SWOT analysis stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats. Utilize a SWOT analysis to assess the company, its resources and its 

environment by examining internal and external influences. 

   Internal influences are the company’s strengths and weaknesses. External 

influences contain opportunities and threats.  

 A SWOT analysis yields information and direction to transform weaknesses 

into strengths, emphasize opportunities for improvement and minimize 

threats. 

 

4) ASSESSING OPPORTUNITIES AND RISK: 

 To be successful entrepreneurs, we need to be continually innovating and 

looking for opportunities to grow our firms or startups. 

 But how do you find new opportunities to take your startup to new markets 

and growth levels? Here are four ways to identify more business 

opportunities. 

1. Listen to your potential clients and past leads 

 When you’re targeting potential customers listen to their needs, wants, 

challenges and frustrations with your industry. Have they used similar 

products and services before? What did they like and dislike? Why did they 

come to you? What are their objections to your products or services? 

 This will help you to find opportunities to develop more tailored products 

and services hone your target market and identify and overcome common 

objections. 
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2. Listen to your customers 

 When you’re talking to your customers listen to what they saying about 

your industry, products and services. What are their frequently asked 

questions? Experiences? Frustrations? Feedback and complaints? 

 This valuable customer information will help you identify key business 

opportunities to expand and develop your current products and services. 

3. Look at your competitors 

 Do a little competitive analysis (don’t let it lead to competitive paralysis 

though) to see what other startups are doing, and more importantly, not doing? 

Where are they falling down? What are they doing right? What makes 

customers go to them over you? 

 Analyzing your competitors will help you identify key business 

opportunities to expand your market reach and develop your products and 

services. 

4. Look at industry trends and insights 

 Subscribe to industry publications, join relevant associations, set Google 

alerts for key industry terms and news and follow other industry experts on 

social media. 

 Absorb yourself in your industry and continually educate yourself on the 

latest techniques and trends. 

4.1 EVALUATING A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

 There are five factors to use when evaluating a business opportunity. 

 Many of us are faced with business opportunities on a regular basis. 

Deciding what’s worth embracing, though, can be difficult. Whether you’re 

starting a new business or whether you’re trying to expand your current 

business with a new opportunity, it’s vital to know how to appropriately 

evaluate it. 

 As you look forward, here are some things to consider when deciding 

whether a business opportunity is worth embracing: 
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1. Market Size 

 One of the most important factors when evaluating a business opportunity is 

market size. Do a little market research. Figure out if there is a market for the 

opportunity — and how big that market is. 

 Before you move forward, you want to be sure the demand is there. You 

don’t need to appeal to a massive market, but it does help if you understand the 

market.  

 Additionally, knowing how engaged the market is and how likely they are 

to pay for what’s being sold can help. 

2. Relationships 

 Does the business opportunity come with some relationships? For example, do 

you have an “in” that can help you leverage the opportunity? If you know 

someone who is technically minded, that can help you with certain aspects of 

the opportunity. What are your relationships with potential investors or 

customers? When you have more relationships, the opportunity is likely to run 

smoother. 

3. Ability to Manage Cash Flow 

 Next, you need to look at the ability to manage cash flow. Is there start-up 

funding for the business? What about ways to keep funding the business each 

month. Figure out how the cash flow will be managed, and take a look at the 

business plan. You want to make sure that the business is likely to sustain itself 

after a period of time. 

4. Management Skill test 

 What is the skill test of those involved? If you are evaluating your own 

business opportunity, you need to be honest about what you bring to the table, 

and what you need to make up for. When looking for a business opportunity to 

invest in, or expand into, look at the management. What skills do they have? 

Are they appropriate and diversified? Do you trust the competence of the 

principals to make the opportunity a success? 
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5. Passion and Persistence 

 Even if there is a bit of a talent deficit, it’s possible, in some cases, to make up 

for that with passion and persistence. Are you working with people who will 

get the job done? 

 Do you trust that they have the passion to make things happen? Will they 

approach problems with a can-do attitude in order to solve them? 

 When dealing with your own startup, you need to make sure you have the 

passion and persistence for the opportunity. Will you push through even though 

things get a little dark? If you’ve done your research, and you are confident in 

your team and your plan, then being able to push through is vital. 

Sometimes You Have to Say No 

 Once you’re done evaluating the business opportunity, it’s time to decide 

whether it’s a good idea to make a move. Sometimes, the answer is no. Going 

through the exercise can help you make these decisions faster — before you 

waste too much time on “opportunities” that really aren’t. 

4.2 Risk assessment 

 A risk assessment is the combined effort of 1. Identifying and analyzing 

potential (future) events that may negatively impact individuals, assets, and/or 

the environment (i.e., risk analysis); and  

 2. Making judgments "on the tolerability of the risk on the basis of a risk 

analysis" while considering influencing factors (i.e., risk evaluation). 

 Put in simpler terms, a risk assessment analyzes what can go wrong, how 

likely it is to happen, what the potential consequences are, and how tolerable the 

identified risk is. 

 As part of this process, the resulting determination of risk may be expressed 

in a quantitative or qualitative fashion. The risk assessment is an inherent part of 

an overall risk management strategy, which attempts to, after a risk assessment, 

"introduce control measures to eliminate or reduce" any potential risk-related 

consequences. 
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Individual risk assessment 

 Risk assessment is necessary in individual cases, including patient and 

physician interactions. Individual judgments or assessments of risk may be 

affected by psychological, ideological, religious or otherwise subjective 

factors, which impact rationality of the process. 

 A systematic review of patients and doctors from 2017 found that 

overstatement of benefits and understatement of risks occurred more often than 

the alternative. 

 There is a tendency for individuals to be less rational when risks and 

exposures concern themselves as opposed to others. There is also a tendency to 

underestimate risks that are voluntary or where the individual sees themselves as 

being in control, such as smoking. 

 A 2017 systematic review from the Cochrane collaboration suggests “well-    

documented decision aids” are helpful in reducing effects of such tendencies or 

biases.  

 The ways statistics are expressed and communicated, both through words 

and numerically also impact the interpretation of benefit and harm. For 

example, a fatality rate may be interpreted as less benign than the 

corresponding survival rate. 

Systems risk assessment 

 Risk assessment can also be made on a much larger "systems" scale, for 

example assessing the risks of a nuclear power plant (an interactively complex 

mechanical, electronic, nuclear, and human system) or a hurricane (a complex 

meteorological and geographical system). 

 Systems may be defined as linear and nonlinear (or complex), where linear 

systems are predictable and relatively easy to understand given a change in 

input, and non-linear systems unpredictable when inputs are changed. As 

such, risk assessments of non-linear/complex systems tend to be more 

challenging. 

 In the engineering of complex systems, sophisticated risk assessments are often 

made within safety engineering and reliability engineering when it concerns 

threats to life, environment, or machine functioning.  
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 The agriculture, nuclear, aerospace, oil, railroad, and military industries have a 

long history of dealing with risk assessment. Also, medical, hospital, social 

service, and food industries control risks and perform risk assessments on a 

continual basis.  

 Methods for assessment of risk may differ between industries and whether 

it pertains to general financial decisions or environmental, ecological, or public 

health risk assessment. 

Five steps to evaluate risk, they are as follows 

Step 1: Identify hazards, i.e. anything that may cause harm. 

 Employers have a duty to assess the health and safety risks faced by their 

workers. Your employer must systematically check for possible physical, 

mental, chemical and biological hazards. 

This is one common classification of hazards: 

 Physical: e.g. lifting, awkward postures, slips and trips, noise, dust, 

machinery, computer equipment, etc. 

 Mental: e.g. excess workload, long hours, working with high-need 

clients, bullying, etc. These are also called 'psychosocial' hazards, 

affecting mental health and occurring within working relationships. 

 Chemical: e.g. asbestos, cleaning fluids, aerosols, etc. 

 Biological: including tuberculosis, hepatitis and other infectious 

diseases faced by healthcare workers, home care staff and other 

healthcare professionals. 

Step 2: Decide who may be harmed, and how. 

 Identifying who is at risk starts with your organisation's own full- and part-

time employees. Employers must also assess risks faced by agency and contract 

staff, visitors, clients and other members of the public on their premises. 

 Employers must review work routines in all the different locations and 

situations where their staff are employed. For example: 
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 Home cares supervisors must take due account of their client's personal 

safety in the home, and ensure safe working and lifting arrangements for their 

own home care staff. 

 In a supermarket, hazards are found in the repetitive tasks at the checkout, 

in lifting loads, and in slips and trips from spillages and obstacles in the shop and 

storerooms. Staff faces the risk of violence from customers and intruders, especially 

in the evenings. 

 In call centers, workstation equipment (i.e. desk, screen, keyboard and 

chair) must be adjusted to suit each employee. 

 Employers have special duties towards the health and safety of young 

workers, disabled employees, night workers, shift workers, and pregnant or 

breastfeeding women. 

Step 3: Assess the risks and take action. 

 This means employers must consider how likely it is that each hazard could 

cause harm. This will determine whether or not your employer should reduce the 

level of risk.  

 Even after all precautions have been taken, some risk usually remains. 

Employers must decide for each remaining hazard whether the risk remains 

high, medium or low. 

Step 4: Make a record of the findings. 

 Employers with five or more staff are required to record in writing the main 

findings of the risk assessment. This record should include details of any 

hazards noted in the risk assessment, and action taken to reduce or eliminate 

risk. 

 This record provides proof that the assessment was carried out, and is used as 

the basis for a later review of working practices. The risk assessment is a 

working document. You should be able to read it. It should not be locked away 

in a cupboard. 

Step 5: Review the risk assessment. 

 A risk assessment must be kept under review in order to ensure that agreed 

safe working practices continue to be applied (e.g. that management's safety 

instructions are respected by supervisors and line managers); and take account 
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of any new working practices, new machinery or more demanding work 

targets. 

 

5. Company 

 Firm that meets certain legal requirements to be recognized as having a legal 

existence, as an entity separate and distinct from its owners. 

 A commercial organization that operates on a for-profit basis and participates 

in selling goods or services to consumers.  

 The management of a business firm will typically develop a set of 

organizational objectives and a strategy for meeting those goals to help 

employees understand where the company is headed and how it intends to get 

there. 

 A business organization can be defines such as a corporation or a partnership, 

with different levels of legal protection. Firms represent a division of labor 

and production costs. Small firms may retain one general manager, whereas 

larger firms have many levels of management and laborers 

What is a Firm? 

 We can define a firm (company, enterprise) as an organization that employs 

productive resources to obtain products and/or services which are offered in 

the market with the aim of making a profit. A few keywords in this definition 

deserve further attention. 

 First, firms are organizations, but not all organizations are firms. An 

organization is a complex social system created by people to cooperate in the 

achievement of some goal.  

 For instance, a political party is an organization, but its goal is to contribute to 

positively transform society by means of collectively exerting political power. 

What distinguishes firms from other organizations is the aim of obtaining a 

profit through selling products and services in the market. 

 Second, firms fulfill the social role of production, transforming resources into 

finished goods and services. Typically, firms use four different basic types of 

resources in productive activities: 
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1. Natural resources: taken directly from nature without previous 

transformation (land, air, water, wood, etc.). 

2. Capital: funds needed to invest in tools, machinery, equipment,         

technology. 

3. Human resources: physical and intellectual capabilities of the workers. 

4. Entrepreneurship: the innovative ideas that shape the business model. 

 

 Third, resources are combined and transformed into final products or services 

which are, in turn, commercialized in markets to customers who are willing to 

pay for them. 

 If the firm produces something that customers like, it will certainly be able to 

set prices that can cover production costs and more. If not, covering costs will 

be difficult and firm survival will be threatened. 

 

 The difference between the revenue raised from selling goods and services 

and the costs incurred in delivering them is the firms’ profit. If it is positive, it 

means that the production of the firm is more valuable than the resources 

employed.  

 In that case, the firm is adding value to those resources. Alternatively, if profit 

is negative (i.e., a loss) then the firm would be destroying value, since the 

resources are worth more than the products and services obtained from them. 

 Value creation is a continuous process in which a large number of interrelated 

firms take part. We can imagine the vertical chain of an industry as the 

sequence of stages that must be accomplished from raw materials to product 

delivery to end customers.  

 For instance, the packaged milk industry is rooted in a vertical chain that is 

shared with the broader dairy products industry. The chain starts with raw 

materials such as feedstuffs, pastures and cows that farmers combine with 

veterinary services, chemicals, and capital goods (machinery and tools) to 

obtain raw milk, which is collected and transported in refrigerated trucks to 

processing plants.  

 Here the milk undergoes some processing such as pasteurization, 

homogenization, vitamin fortification, etc. Then the different varieties of 

processed milk are packaged into appropriate containers (glass, carton, 
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plastic) and transported to distribution points from where it is finally delivered 

to end customers. 

Corporations  

 Are owned by their stockholders (shareholders) who share in profits and 

losses generated through the firm's operations, and have three distinct 

characteristics - 

(1) Legal existence: a firm can (like a person) buy, sell, own, enter into a contract, 

and sue other persons and firms, and be sued by them. It can do good and be 

rewarded, and can commit offense and be punished. 

(2) Limited liability: a firm and its owners are limited in their liability to the 

creditors and other obligations only up to the resources of the firm, unless the 

owners give personal-guaranties. 

(3) Continuity of existence: a firm can live beyond the life spans and capacity of 

its owners, because its ownership can be transferred through a sale or gift of 

shares. 

 A business can be set up in a variety of ways, ranging from a sole-

proprietorship to a general partnership, and to a corporation. Corporations are 

remarkably different from other forms of businesses in the sense that it is an 

independent legal entity that is separate from the people who own, control and 

manage it.  

 Due to this recognition as an individual entity, it is viewed as a legal "person" 

in the view of tax laws, and can thus be engaged in business and contracts, can 

initiate lawsuits and it be sued. It also must pay taxes. 

 A corporation is a business or organization formed by a group of people, and 

it has rights and liabilities separate from those of the individuals involved. 

 It may be a nonprofit organization engaged in activities for the public good; a 

municipal corporation, such as a city or town; or a private corporation (the 

subject of this article), which has been organized to make a profit. 

 In the eyes of the law, a corporation has many of the same rights and 

responsibilities as a person. It may buy, sell, and own property; enter into 

leases and contracts; and bring lawsuits.  
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 It pays taxes. It can be prosecuted and punished (often with fines) if it violates 

the law. The chief advantages are that it can exist indefinitely, beyond the 

lifetime of any one member or founder, and that it offers its owners the 

protection of limited personal liability. 

 A corporation is a form of organization that has an existence independent of 

its owners. Corporations have powers and liabilities separate and distinct from 

those of its owners.  

 They can be organized for many purposes and can come in many types. For 

example, a municipal corporation is a city, county, or town operating under a 

corporate charter granted by the state, while a public corporation is owned and 

operated by the government. This lesson will focus on corporations that are 

engaged in business. 

 Corporate structure refers to how a business is organized to accomplish its 

objectives. The corporate structure of a business is important because it 

determines the ownership, control, and authority of the organization.  

 In a corporation, these characteristics are represented by three groups: 

shareholders, directors, and officers. Ownership belongs to the shareholders. 

Control is exercised by the board of directors on behalf of the shareholders, 

while authority over the day-to-day operations is vested in the officers. 

 

Limited Liability 

 If you own shares in a corporation that cannot pay its debts and issued by its 

creditors, the assets of the company may be seized and sold. But although you 

can lose your investment, the creditors cannot attach your personal assets 

(such as cars, houses, or bank accounts) to satisfy their claims. 

 There are some important exceptions to this rule, however. If the business 

affairs of a corporation and its shareholders are so entangled that they are, in 

effect, one and the same, an opponent in a lawsuit may be able to convince a 

court to "pierce the corporate veil" and impose personal liability, or 

responsibility, on the active shareholders. Personal liability may also be 

imposed if the corporation does not comply with required legal formalities or 

fails to keep proper records. 
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Forming a Corporation 

 If you want to form a corporation, you must obtain a state charter. Here are 

some things to do before you apply: 

 Choose the state in which you want to incorporate. This will usually be 

the state where your company has its headquarters or where it conducts 

most of its business. Some people prefer to incorporate in states that 

impose few regulations or no corporate income tax, such as Delaware, 

Nevada, and Wyoming. 

 Decide whom you want as officers. Although many states require at least 

two or three parties to form a corporation, they need not all be 

shareholders. You may want to ask friends or family members to serve as 

the initial officers. If you remain the sole shareholder, you alone will 

control the corporation's activities. 

 

Shareholders 

 In a corporation, a group of shareholders have shared ownership, represented 

by holding shares of common stock. Most business corporations are 

established with the goal of providing a return for its shareholders in the form 

of profits. Shareholders have the right to share in the profits of the business 

but are not personally liable for the company's debts.  

 This concept is known as limited liability and is one of the main advantages 

of the corporation as a form of doing business. 

 If you decide to invest in a few shares of your favorite fast food company, 

does that give you the right as a shareholder to show up at corporate 

headquarters and start making decisions? Generally not. Instead, shareholders 

elect a board of directors who oversee the management of the corporation. 

6. TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS 

 Technology analysis is the process of researching technology solutions, 

problems and risks. It is a component of business analysis that is used to 

develop requirements, specifications and validate technical designs. 

 Technology analysis is also an IT operations capability used to identify fixes, 

improvements and optimizations. The following are common technology 

analysis techniques and considerations. 
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1)          Benchmarking. 

2)           Bottlenecks. 

3)          Capacity Management. 

4)           Data Analysis. 

5)           Incident Management. 

6)           Information Technology Risk. 

7)           Non-Functional Requirements. 

8)           Problem Management. 

9)           Problem Solving. 

10) Prototypes. 

11) Root Cause Analysis. 

12) Service Management. 

13) Systems Thinking. 

14) Technical Feasibility. 

15) Troubleshooting. 

 

1) Benchmarking is the process of comparing your results to peers in your 

industry. It is an essential business activity that is key to understanding 

competitive advantages and disadvantages. In some cases, benchmarking results 

are also used in promotion and sales materials. 

2) A bottleneck is a hindrance to productivity, efficiency or speed. The 

term is an analogy to the shape of a bottle that narrows at the neck. A 

bottleneck is typically a component of a process that is slower than everything 

that depends on it. 

 

3) Capacity management is the process of planning the resources required 

to meet business demands. This includes capacity forecasting, planning, 

monitoring and performance analysis. This can happen at three levels in an 

organization: 

 

a-- Business Capacity Management 

The capacity of teams, business capabilities and processes. This can include 

human resources, equipment, infrastructure, facilities and technology. For 

example, an operations team plans the resources required to boost production by 

10,000 units a day. 

b-- Service Capacity Management 

Capacity management for an IT service. This may include resources such as 

network, data center space, cooling, power, CPU and disk space. For example, a 
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software service that offers an SLA to customers plans the capacity required to 

meet service levels based on sales forecasts. 

c-- Component Capacity Management 

Low level capacity management such as planning the software licenses and 

disk space required for a single application. 

 

4) Data analysis is the systematic examination of data. It is a broad activity 

that is used to build information assets, solve operational problems, support 

decisions and explore theories. The following are common types of data analysis. 

a-- Requirements 

b-- Collection 

c-- Processing 

d-- Data Cleaning 

e-- Data Modeling 

f-- Integration 

g-- Data Management 

 

5) Incident management is the process of directing and controlling the 

response to information technology incidents. Incidents include any failure events 

that have business impact or risks. Incident management is concerned with 

implementing quick fixes to restore service as quickly as possible. Addressing the 

underlying and fundamental root causes of incidents is handled by a separate 

process known as problem management. 

 

6) IT risk is the potential for losses or strategy failures related to 

information technology. Generally speaking, IT is ripe with risks due to its overall 

complexity and speed of change. Information security is often the focus of IT risk 

management as executive management at many firms is increasingly aware of 

information security risks. IT risk also includes risk related to operational failure, 

compliance, financial management and project failure. 

 

7) A prototype is a test or preliminary model of an idea, design, process, 

interface, technology, product, service or creative work. They are used to support 

business processes such as requirements gathering, development and strategy 

planning. 

 

8) Root cause analysis is the process of finding the starting point in a chain 

of cause-and-effect reactions. It is often used to determine the root cause of an 

https://simplicable.com/new/data-integration
https://simplicable.com/new/data-management
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incident for the purposes of problem management. The idea is that it's more 

effective to fix the cause of a problem rather than addressing symptoms. 

 

9) Service management is the practice of wrapping technologies in services 

that are directed and controlled according to standard processes and practices. IT 

service management often revolves around a commitment to customers that is 

typically documented in a service level agreement. 

10) Systems thinking are the practice of considering broad end-to-end 

impacts of potential strategies. It is often contrasted with strategic thinking that 

considers a handful of metrics without consideration of system complexities, 

opportunity costs and unintended consequences. 

     Systems such as economies, industries, businesses and ecosystems can 

include large numbers of factors that are interdependent. As such, system thinking 

often deals with extreme complexity and high levels of ambiguity. 

 

11) Troubleshooting is a logical, systematic search for the source of a 

problem. It is often a process of elimination that starts with the most probable 

causes, even if they seem obvious. 

 

       In many cases organizations, teams and individuals develop 

troubleshooting steps that can be applied to common problems to diagnosis a root 

cause. Troubleshooting steps can be represented as a simple checklist or 

flowchart.       

      In the case of a flowchart, a strategy called half-splitting can be used to 

split the potential root causes into branches with each step. In this way, the 

number of potential root causes can be reduced by half with each step. 

 

12) Technical feasibility is the process of validating the technology 

assumptions, architecture and design of a product or project. 

 

13) A non-functional requirement is a qualitative requirement for a product, 

service, system, process, document, location, infrastructure component or facility. 

Where functional requirements specify what something does, a non-functional 

requirement specifies its qualities. In some cases, non-functional requirements are 

intangible things that require human judgment such as sensory analysis to 

implement and test. 
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14) Problem management is the process of preventing and remedying 

problems to reduce losses due to incidents. 

 

15) Problem solving is at the root of business, science, and technology, 

learning and personal experience. Problem solving methods include areas such as 

scientific methods, analysis, logic, rational thought, intuition, creativity and design 

thinking. 

 

 

7. INDUSTRY: 

 
 An industry is a group of companies that are related based on their primary 

business activities.  

 

 In modern economies, there are dozens of industry classifications, which are 

typically grouped into larger categories called sectors. Individual companies are 

generally classified into an industry based on their largest sources of revenue.  

 

 For example, while an automobile manufacturer might have a financing division 

that contributes 10% to the firm's overall revenues, the company would be classified 

in the automaker industry by most classification systems. 

 

 Like businesses are grouped into industries based on the primary product 

produced or sold, creating industry groups that can be used to isolate businesses from 

those who participate in different activities. 

 

 Investors and economists often study industries to better understand the factors 

and limitations to corporate profit growth. 

 

 Companies operating in the same industry can also be compared to each other to 

evaluate the relative attractiveness of a company within that industry. 

 

 While both sectors and industries are classification systems used to group like 

business operations, sectors are broader than industries. 

 

 For example, consumer goods is a sector in the North American Industry 

Classification System, and the rubber and plastic footwear industry and the 

department store industry are both members of the consumer goods sector. 
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 Nike Inc. and the Target Corporation are members of the same consumer goods 

sector, but each would be listed in a different industry based on the specifics of the 

products they produce or sell. Nike Inc. is classified within the rubber and plastics 

footwear industry (NAICS Code 3021) while Target Corporation is classified within 

the department stores industry (NAICS Code 45211). 

 

 The information industry or information industries are industries that are 

information intensive in one way or the other. It is considered one of the most 

important economic sectors for a variety of reasons. 

 

 There are many different kinds of information industries, and many different ways 

to classify them. Although there is no standard or distinctively better way of 

organizing those different views, the following section offers a review of what the 

term "information industry" might entail, and why.  

 

 Alternative conceptualizations are that of knowledge industry and information-

related occupation. The term "information industry" is mostly identified with 

computer programming, system design, telecommunications, and others Information 

industries are considered important for several reasons. Even among the experts who 

think industries are important, disagreements may exist regarding which reason to 

accept and which to reject. 

 

 First, information industries are a rapidly growing part of economy. The demand 

for information goods and services from consumers is increasing. In case of 

consumers, media including music and motion picture, personal computers, video 

game-related industries, are among the information industries.  

 

 In case of businesses, information industries include computer programming, 

system design, so-called FIRE (finance, insurance, and real estate) industries, 

telecommunications, and others.  

 

 When demand for these industries are growing nationally or internationally, that 

creates an opportunity for an urban, regional, or national economy to grow rapidly by 

specializing on these sectors. 

 

 Second, information industries are considered to boost innovation and 

productivity of other industries. An economy with a strong information industry 

might be a more competitive one than others, other factors being equal. 
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 Third, some believe that the effect of the changing economic structure (or 

composition of industries within an economy) is related to the broader social change.  

 

 As information becomes the central part of our economic activities we 

evolve into an "information society", with an increased role of mass media, digital 

technologies, and other mediated information in our daily life, leisure activities, 

social life, work, politics, education, art, and many other aspects of society. 

 

 

8. Technology Analysis Trajectories of Technology 

 
 You can’t make intelligent investments within your organization unless you 

understand how your whole industry is changing. If the industry is in the midst of 

radical change, you’ll eventually have to dismantle old businesses. 

 If the industry is experiencing incremental change, you’ll probably need to 

reinvest in your core. The need to understand change in your industry may seem 

obvious, but such knowledge is not always easy to come by.  

 

 Companies misread clues and arrive at false conclusions all the time. 

Sotheby’s, for example, invested in online auctions (its own Web site as well as a 

venture with Amazon) as if the Internet were just another channel; in truth, the new 

technology represented a fundamental shock to the industry’s structure. 

 To truly understand where your industry is headed, you have to shut out the 

noise from the popular business press and the pressure of immediate competitive 

threats to take a longer-term look at the context in which you do business.  

 The research described in this article is based on a high-level look at a 

variety of businesses from a broad cross section of U.S. industries. The research, 

which began in the early 1990s and continues today, originally focused on how 

industry structure affects business profitability and investor returns.  

 This statistical analysis yielded several hypotheses about how industries 

evolve which were then tested and refined in a series of case studies on industry 

structure, industry change, and competitive advantage. 

 The conclusion, which I’ll oversimplify here for the sake of clarity, is that 

industries evolve along four distinct trajectories—radical, progressive, creative, and 

intermediating. 

 Moreover, a firm’s strategy—its plan for achieving a return on invested 

capital—cannot succeed unless it is aligned with the industry’s change trajectory. 

The four trajectories set boundaries on what will generate profits in a business.  
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 Many companies have incurred losses because they tried to innovate 

outside of those boundaries. One of the most famous examples is Xerox, which is 

legendary for its innovations and for its struggle to harvest profits from them.  

 By the mid 1980s, the copier manufacturing industry had matured around a 

business model that emphasized creative “hit products.” Meanwhile, the personal 

computing industry was in its infancy, and even though Xerox PARC had pioneered 

PC inventions such as the graphical user interface and the mouse, the company was 

unable to make inroads in this burgeoning industry that required an entirely new set 

of business activities. 

 

 Industries evolve along four distinct trajectories—radical, progressive, 

creative, and intermediating—that set boundaries on what will generate profits in a 

business. 

 

 No innovation strategy works for every company in every industry. But if 

you understand the nature of change in your industry, you can determine which 

strategies are likely to succeed and which will backfire. 

 

 

8.1 Four Trajectories of Change 

 

 Before we look at the four trajectories of industry evolution in depth, it is 

worthwhile to recognize that they are defined by two types of threats of 

obsolescence.  

 

 The first is a threat to the industry’s core activities—the activities that have 

historically generated profits for the industry. These are threatened when they 

become less relevant to suppliers and customers because of some new, outside 

alternative. 

 

  In the auto industry, for example, many dealerships are finding that their 

traditional sales activities are less valued by consumers, who are going online for 

data on the characteristics, performance, and prices of the cars they want.  

 

 The second is a threat to the industry’s core assets—the resources, 

knowledge, and brand capital that have historically made the organization unique. 

These are threatened if they fail to generate value as they once did. In the 

pharmaceutical industry, for instance, blockbuster drugs are constantly under threat 

as patents expire and new drugs are developed. 
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 Radical change occurs when an industry’s core assets and core activities are 

both threatened with obsolescence. This trajectory is closest to the concept of 

disruptive change that Harvard’s Clayton M. Christensen discusses. Under this 

scenario, the knowledge and brand capital built up in the industry erode, and so do 

customer and supplier relationships. During the 1980s and 1990s, an estimated 19% 

of U.S. industries went through some stage of radical change.  

 

 A good example is the travel business. Agencies’ core activities and core 

assets came under fire as the airlines implemented systems to enhance direct price 

competition (such as SABRE and other reservations systems) and as the agencies’ 

clients turned to Web-enabled systems (such as Expedia, Orbitz, and Travelocity) 

that offered new value (online monitoring of available flights and fares, for 

instance). 

 
 

 

 

 

 The other two change trajectories—creative change  and intermediating change—

have been neglected in the management literature, possibly because of their 

nuances. Creative change occurs when core assets are under threat but core 

activities are stable. 

 This means that companies must continually find ways to restore their assets while 

protecting ongoing customer and supplier relationships; think of movie studios 
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churning out new films or oil companies mining for new wells. About 6% of all 

U.S. industries are on a creative change trajectory. 

 

 Radical Change 

 

 Radical transformation occurs when both core activities and core assets are 

threatened with obsolescence. The relevance of an industry’s established 

capabilities and resources is diminished by some outside alternative; relationships 

with buyers and suppliers come under attack; and companies are eventually 

thrown into crisis. Radical industry evolution is relatively unusual.  

 It normally occurs following the mass introduction of some new technology. It 

can also happen when there are regulatory changes (as in the long-haul, trunk-

route airline industry of the 1970s, for example) or simply because of changes in 

taste (U.S. consumers’ retreat from cigarettes over the past 20 years, for 

instance). 

 

 

 An industry on a radical change trajectory is entirely transformed—but not 

overnight. It usually takes decades for change to become clear and play out. The 

end result is a completely reconfigured—usually diminished—industry.  

 The overnight letter-delivery business is currently in the early phases of a 

radical transformation that began about ten years ago. As Internet usage has 

become more prevalent, e-mail (especially securely encrypted e-mail) has loomed 

as a threat to this industry.  

 Yet the volume of overnight letters is increasing; business is still thriving, 

because the threat is still in its infancy. 

 

 That is part of the good news associated with radical transformation: 

Industries that are on a radical change trajectory often remain profitable for a 

long time, especially if the companies in these industries scale back their 

commitments accordingly.  

 

 

 Businesses also have time to develop strategic options that can be exercised 

in the future if they recognize the trajectory they are on early enough. For 

example, Federal Express’s acquisition of Kinko’s will help FedEx create deeper 

relationships with small and midsize businesses that need document storage, 

management, and dissemination services. 
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 The only reasonable approach to radical change is to focus on the endgame 

and its implications for your company’s current strategy. Exiting isn’t the sole 

option; sometimes a few survivors can sustain profitable positions after others 

leave the industry. The computer mainframe business, for example, is still quite 

large despite the threat from PC and workstation manufacturers. 

 

 To consider the best strategy when your industry is on a radical change 

trajectory, look at your productivity figures, the pace and timing of the transition 

in the industry, and buyers’ switching costs.  

 

 Early-moving companies might employ a staggered strategy—pursuing 

incremental improvements to established businesses’ activities and conducting 

selective experiments in developing new assets.  

 

 That is how encyclopedia companies responded to the radical threat that 

online search engines posed: They experimented with new electronic products 

and services while creating new distribution channels, marketing their existing 

products aggressively, and updating their inventory management systems. 

 

 Historically, many organizations confronted with radical change in their 

industries have abandoned their established positions and moved into emerging 

lines of business—incurring enormous risk in the process. Several typewriter 

makers, for instance, attempted to enter the PC manufacturing business only to 

cut short their efforts as the demands of the emerging industry became clearer. 

(IBM succeeded with this strategy, but its success in the PC industry was closely 

related to its experience in other areas of computing.) 

 

 The alternative—reinvesting in the established industry—is also risky 

because it commits the firm to an approach that may become unprofitable. 

Companies dealing with radical transformation must accept the inevitability of 

the change and chart a course that maximizes returns without accelerating 

commitment to the troubled business—much easier said than done. 

 

 Intermediating Change 

 

 Intermediating change is more common than radical industry evolution. It 

typically occurs when buyers and suppliers have new options because they have 

gained unprecedented access to information. The core activities of industries on 

an intermediating change trajectory are threatened.  
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 But the core assets of these industries—knowledge, brand capital, patents, 

or even specialized factory equipment—retain most of their value if they are used 

in new ways.  

 

 In effect, industries are on an intermediating change trajectory when their 

business activities for dealing in both downstream and upstream markets are 

simultaneously threatened. Intermediating change is occurring in auto 

dealerships, for example, for a number of reasons. 

 

 First, traditional auto sales activities are becoming less relevant because of 

the Internet and because vehicles now last so long that consumers buy cars less 

frequently.  

 

 Second, car manufacturers are seeking closer relationships with drivers and, 

as a result, are starting to share the management of customer relations with their 

dealers; in some cases, they’re trying to take over customer relations completely. 

 

 Finally, individual dealers are losing control of inventory management as IT 

and sophisticated financing create economies of scope that can be exploited only 

by larger, integrated companies. 

 

 Managing a company in an industry that is experiencing intermediating 

change is extraordinarily difficult. Of all the change trajectories described in this 

article, this one is perhaps the most challenging because companies must 

simultaneously preserve their valuable assets and restructure their key 

relationships. 

 Executives tend to underestimate the threat to their core activities by 

assuming that longtime customers are still satisfied and that old supplier 

relationships are still relevant. In reality, these relationships have probably 

become fragile.  

 The value of core assets often escalates, which compounds managers’ 

confusion. For example, auction houses initially had a flurry of heightened 

interest in their accumulated appraisal experience because eBay had created so 

much excitement about auctioning. 

 

 During periods of intermediating change, pressure in the industry tends to 

build until it hits a breaking point, and then relationships break down 

dramatically only to be temporarily reconstituted until the cycle is repeated. 

Consider large brokerage firms.  
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 They had long confronted criticism about conflicts of interest in their 

analyst organizations. But the straws that broke the camel’s back were the recent 

market downturn and accounting scandals—both of which were tied to 

fundamental changes in the information available to investors and companies 

seeking investment capital.  

 The core assets in investment brokerage—including the systems for 

evaluating securities and for processing trades—retained their value, yet old 

relationships no longer offered the same opportunities to generate profits. 

 

 Companies facing intermediating change must find unconventional ways to 

extract value from their core resources. They may diversify by entering a new 

business or even a new industry. Or they may sell off assets or services to former 

competitors.  

 In the music industry, for instance, recording companies are beginning to 

sell their services à la carte to aspiring musicians rather than make huge 

investments in the artists up front and incur all the costs of artist development 

(radio promotions, choreography, and image management, among other 

expenses).  

 The customer and the activities have changed, but the core resource—the 

recording companies’ ability to develop new artists—retains its value. In another 

example, some traditional auctioneers, threatened by eBay, have capitalized on 

their appraisal expertise online; for a fee, they will certify the value of the wares 

being exchanged on the Internet.  

 By reconfiguring old assets in new ways, these companies are dealing 

effectively with intermediation. 

 

 Initial returns under this change trajectory may be relatively high and then 

drop dramatically only to recover temporarily. The recording companies’ profits, 

for example, have been volatile as the companies adapt to intermediation with 

varying levels of success.  

 

 A plateau in performance can create the illusion that reinvestment in the 

business as usual is a good idea. But organizations that recognize the trajectory 

their industry is on can turn relatively calm periods into opportunities for 

strategic transformation. 

 

 Creative Change 

 

 In industries on a creative change trajectory, relationships with customers 

and suppliers are generally stable, but assets turn over constantly. The film 
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production industry is a good example. Larger production companies enjoy 

ongoing relationships with actors, agents, theater owners, and cable television 

executives.  

 

 Within this network, they produce and distribute new films all the time. 

This combination of unstable assets (new films) and stable relationships (with 

buyers and suppliers) makes it possible to deliver superior performance over the 

long term. Indeed, the top companies in creative change industries usually retain 

their standing for long periods. 

 

 Other industries evolving on creative trajectories include pharmaceuticals, 

oil and gas exploration, and prepackaged software. In pharmaceuticals, 

companies research, develop, and test new drugs and then use their 

administrative and marketing skills to commercialize them.  

 In oil and gas exploration, companies manage their portfolios of exploration 

ventures and maintain relationships with refineries and distributors. In the 

prepackaged software industry, developers create and test multiple applications 

in the hopes that one or more will become a killer app.  

 

 By applying well-honed user-testing and marketing skills, the industry 

leaders perpetuate their success. 

 

 The creative change trajectory, like the intermediating trajectory, has not 

been studied extensively. It is easy to mistake it for radical change, despite the 

stability of relationships within the network. 

 

 When this mistake is made, companies can overreact and neglect important 

relationships that are critical to their profitability. For example, some 

pharmaceutical companies became so focused on emerging methods of drug 

discovery that they invested capital exclusively in new research relationships 

and did not develop appropriate sales forces in new markets. 

 

 Innovation under creative change occurs in fits and starts. Although there 

are several long-standing formulas for making hit movies, for example, 

occasionally a new genre or technical approach to filmmaking emerges. 

 

 Similarly, companies in the pharmaceutical industry have been 

experimenting with new methods of drug discovery over the last 15 years. 

Despite these changes, the companies that lead these industries are not new 
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entrants. They have retained their strength by capitalizing on their networks of 

relationships. 

 

 There are many ways for companies in an industry on a creative change 

trajectory to generate strong returns on invested capital. For instance, the leading 

companies in these industries tend to spread the risk of new-project development 

over a portfolio of initiatives. 

 

 As a result, their returns are less volatile than those of smaller competitors. 

Other tactics include outsourcing project management and development tasks. 

 

 Progressive Change 

 

 Progressive evolution is like creative evolution in those buyers, suppliers, 

and the industry’s incumbents have incentives to preserve the status quo.  

 

 The difference is that core assets are not threatened with obsolescence 

under progressive change, so industries on this trajectory are more stable than 

those on a creative change trajectory. Today’s discount retailing, long-haul 

trucking, and commercial airline industries are evolving in this way. 

 

 Progressive evolution is most similar to the kind of change that Christensen 

refers to as “sustaining.” Progress occurs, and technology can have an enormous 

impact, but it happens within the existing framework of the business.  

 

 Core resources tend to appreciate rather than depreciate over time. 

Progressive change doesn’t mean that change is minor or even that it is slow. 

Over time, incremental changes can lead to major improvements and major 

changes. Think of what has happened in discount retailing over the last ten 

years. 

 

 Wal-Mart’s cumulative impact has been extraordinary, and the company 

has developed unprecedented clout. But the retailer developed that advantage by 

deepening existing customer and supplier relationships, not by seeking out 

entirely new ones. 

 

 The most profitable corporate strategies in progressive change industries 

generally involve carving out distinct positions based on geographic, technical, 

or marketing expertise. 
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 The goal is to build resources and capabilities steadily and incrementally. 

Companies rarely get into brinkmanship or eyeball-to-eyeball competition, and 

they don’t have to put large amounts of capital at risk before learning whether an 

innovation creates value.  

 

 Instead, their performance depends on their quick responses to feedback. 

Southwest Airlines, for instance, tests new flight routes but isn’t afraid to pull 

out if a route ultimately doesn’t work under the company’s approach to air 

travel. 

 

 Successful companies in progressive change industries tend to be viewed by 

the financial community as minimally risky with the potential for only moderate 

returns. Over the long run, though, these companies can actually create very 

large total returns for investors. Money has reported that the two companies that 

had generated the greatest total return to shareholders during the magazine’s 25-

year history were none other than Wal-Mart and Southwest. 

 

Prepared by  

 T HIMMAT. 
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MBA IV Semester                 

(17E00410)  CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

(Elective VI) 

Objective: The objective of the course is to provide a broad outline of Information Technology and its 

application at corporate business units and to understand all the issues related to the IT management. 

1. IT planning and strategy tools: Strategy analysis – environment analysis- Conducting strategy 

audit- Assessing opportunities and risks- Company –technology analysis – Industry –technology 

analysis Trajectories of technology. 

2. Extending the enterprise: Organising for innovation –Collaboration- Understanding business 

networks: differentiation interdependence and ownership – Designing hybrid governance models- 

Building collaborative community- Emerging network business models.  

3. IT Alignments : Building the case for IT- leveraging infrastructure and creating options- 

Components of internet working infrastructures –Rise of internet working – business implications, 

Managing IT services : Availability facilities- uninterruptible power –Delivery- climate control – 

security – New service models. 

4. IT outsources - Managing risk through incremental outsourcing- Outsourcing advantages and 

disadvantages- Outsourcing opportunities- Managing relationships with outsourcing agencies, 

Coordination and control of IT: Development stages of IT in organising- Nolans’ model- 

Distributed data processing - Centralisation vs decentralisation- drivers toward user dominance- 

Drivers towards centralised policy- Coordination and location IT policy.  

5. Project management: Project categories- Project management: stage in project –planning and 

controlling tools-Problems – Towards effective project management, Technology and 

innovation:Understanding technological developments- Technology cycles-. Creative idea 

generation- Employee creativity – R&D- Role in technology development.  
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UNIT – 2 

EXTENDING THE ENTERPRISE 

1. ORGANISING FOR INNOVATION: 

 Innovation management is a combination of the management of innovation process 

and change management. 

 It refers both to product, business process, and organizational innovation. Innovation 

management is the subject of ISO 50500 series standards developed by ISO TC 279. 

 Innovation management includes a set of tools that allow managers and engineers to 

cooperate with a common understanding of processes and goals.  

 Innovation management allows the organization to respond to external or internal 

opportunities, and use its creativity to introduce new ideas, processes or products. 

  It is not relegated to R&D; it involves workers at every level in contributing 

creatively to a company's product development, manufacturing and marketing. 

 By utilizing innovation management tools, management can trigger and deploy the 

creative capabilities of the work force for the continuous development of a 

company.  

 Common tools include brainstorming, prototyping, product lifecycle management, 

idea management, TRIZ, Phase–gate model, project management, product 

line planning and portfolio management.  

 The process can be viewed as an evolutionary integration of organization, 

technology and market by iterating series of activities: search, select, implement and 

capture. 

 Innovation processes can either be pushed or pulled through development. 

A pushed process is based on existing or newly invented technology, that the 

organization has access to, and tries to find profitable applications for. 

 A pulled process is based on finding areas where customer’s needs are not met, and 

then find solutions to those needs.  

 To succeed with either method, an understanding of both the market and the 

technical problems are needed. By creating multi-functional development teams, 

containing engineers and marketers, both dimensions can be solved. 

 The product lifecycle of products is getting shorter because of increased 

competition. This forces companies to reduce the time to market. Innovation 

managers must therefore decrease development time, without sacrificing quality or 

meeting the needs of the market. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_(business)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_TC_279
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_(business)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstorming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_prototyping
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIZ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase%E2%80%93gate_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_portfolio_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_to_market
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 Innovation management helps an organization grasp an opportunity and use it to 

create and introduce new ideas, processes, or products industriously.  

 Creativity is the basis of innovation management; the end goal is a change in 

services or business process. Innovative ideas are the result of two consecutive 

steps, imitation and invention. 

 By utilizing innovation management tools, management can trigger and deploy the 

creative capabilities of the work force for the continuous development of a company. 

 Commontoolsinclude brainstorming, prototyping, product lifecycle 

management, ideation, TRIZ, Phase–gate model, project management, product 

line planning and portfolio management. 

 The process can be viewed as an evolutionary integration of organization, 

technology, and market, by iterating series of activities: search, select, implement 

and capture. 

 Innovation processes can either be pushed or pulled through development. 

A pushed process is based on existing or newly invented technology that the 

organization has access to.  

 The goal is to find profitable applications for the already-existing technology. 

A pulled process, by contrast, is based on finding areas where customers' needs are 

not met and finding solutions to those needs. 

  To succeed with either method, an understanding of both the market and the 

technical problems are needed.  

 By creating multi-functional development teams, containing engineers and 

marketers, both dimensions can be solved. 

 Innovation, although not sufficient, is a necessary prerequisite for the continued 

survival and development of enterprises.  

 The most direct way of business innovation is through technological 

innovation, disruptive innovation or social innovation.  

 Management of innovation, however, plays a significant role in promoting 

technological and institutional innovation. 

 The goal of innovation management within a company is to cultivate a suitable 

environment to encourage innovation.  

 The suitable environment would help the firms get more cooperation projects, even 

‘the take-off platform for business ventures’.  

 Senior management's support is crucial to successful innovation; clear direction, 

endorsement, and support are essential to innovation pursuits. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstorming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototyping
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideation_(creative_process)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIZ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase%E2%80%93gate_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_portfolio_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_innovation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_innovation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disruptive_innovation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_innovation
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1.1 USE INNOVATION TO GROW BUSINESS:  

 The successful exploitation of new ideas is crucial to a business being able to 

improve its processes, bring new and improved products and services to market, 

increase its efficiency and, most importantly, improve its profitability. 

 Marketplaces - whether local, regional, national or global - are becoming highly 

competitive.  

 Competition has increased as a result of wider access to new technologies and the 

increased trading and knowledge-sharing opportunities offered by the Internet. 

 This guide explains how you can make innovation a key business process and 

outlines the different approaches you can take.  

 It gives you advice on planning for innovation and creating the right business 

environment to develop your ideas. It also outlines the help and support available to 

innovative businesses. 

 The business case for innovation 

 Approaches to innovation 

 Planning innovation 

 Encourage innovation in your business 

 Funding innovation 
 

1.2 THE BUSINESS CASE FOR INNOVATION: 

 

 It is important to be clear about the difference between invention and innovation. 

Invention is a new idea.  

 Innovation is the commercial application and successful exploitation of the idea. 

 Fundamentally, innovation means introducing something new into your business. 

This could be: 

 Improving or replacing business processes to increase efficiency and 

productivity, or to enable the business to extend the range or quality of existing 

products and/or services 

 Developing entirely new and improved products and services - often to meet 

rapidly changing customer or consumer demands or needs 

 Adding value to existing products, services or markets to differentiate the 

business from its competitors and increase the perceived value to the customers 

and markets 

 Innovation can mean a single major breakthrough – e.g. a totally new product or 

service. However, it can also be a series of small, incremental changes. 

https://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/#1
https://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/#2
https://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/#3
https://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/#4
https://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/#5
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 Whatever form it takes, innovation is a creative process. The ideas may come 

from: 

 Inside the business, e.g. From employees, managers or in-house research and 

development work 

 Outside the business, e.g. Suppliers, customers, media reports, market research 

published by another organization, or universities and other sources of new 

technologies 

 Success comes from filtering those ideas, identifying those that the business will 

focus on and applying resources to exploit them. 
 

Introducing innovation can help you to: 

 

 Improve productivity. 

 Reduce costs. 

 Be more competitive. 

 Build the value of your brand. 

 Establish new partnerships and relationships. 

 Increase turnover and improve profitability. 

 Businesses that fail to innovate run the risk of. 

 Losing market share to competitors. 

 Falling productivity and efficiency. 

 Losing key staff. 

 Experiencing steadily reducing margins and profit. 

 Going out of business. 

 
APPROACHES TO INNOVATION: 

 Innovation in your business can mean introducing new or improved products, 

services or processes. 

 Analyze the marketplace. 

 There's no point considering innovation in a vacuum. To move your business 

forward, study your marketplace and understand how innovation can add value to 

your customers.  

 For more information on analyzing your marketplace, see the page in this guide on 

planning innovation. 

 Identify opportunities for innovation. 

 You can identify opportunities for innovation by adapting your product or service to 

the way your marketplace is changing.  

 For example, if you're a specialist hamburger manufacturer, you might consider 

lowering the fat content in your burgers to appeal to the health-conscious consumer. 
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 You could also develop your business by identifying a completely new product. For 

example, you could start producing vegetarian as well as meat burgers. 

 You could innovate by introducing new technology, techniques or working practices 

- perhaps using better processes to give a more consistent quality of product. 

 If research shows people have less time to go to the stores, you could overhaul your 

distribution processes, offering customers a home-delivery service, possibly tied in 

with online and telephone ordering. 

 If your main competitor's products have a reputation for being cheap and cheerful, 

rather than trying to undercut them on price you could innovate by revamping your 

marketing to emphasize the quality of your merchandise - and consider charging a 

premium for them. 

PLANNING INNOVATION: 

Some innovative ideas may just come to you out of the blue. However, you should ideally 

have: 

 Innovation as part of your business strategy. 

 A strategic vision of how you want your business to develop - if you dedicate your 

time to monitoring trends in your business sector, you can then focus your 

innovative efforts on the most important areas. 

 Innovation will not only improve the chances of your business surviving, but also 

help it to thrive and drive increased profits.  

 There are lots of practical ways of assessing whether your ideas have profit 

potential: 

 Assess the competition  

 Find out who your competitors are and where they operate. Use the Internet and 

advertising sources such as the Yellow Pages to find out about their products, prices 

and operating culture.  

 This can give you an overview of their selling points, as well as any areas you might 

be able to exploit. 

 For example, if the competition is focused on value for money, you might want to 

emphasize the quality of your product or service. Search for business listings 

nationwide on the YellowPages.ca or Canada411.cawebsites. 

 Study market or industry trends 

 Awareness of the climate in which your business is operating will help you to plan. 

 You can find a lot of information about your industry on the Internet.  

 Business and trade magazines will also feature useful articles. 

 Build a relationship with your customers 

 It's not enough simply to know who your customer base is. You need to 

communicate effectively with them as well. 

http://www.yellowpages.ca/
http://www.canada411.ca/
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 Communication involves not only listening to their needs but also actively observing 

their behavior around current products and services and generating ideas on how you 

can make improvements. 

 Involve your suppliers and other business partners 

 Pooling your resources with your suppliers or other business partners will help to 

produce and develop creative ideas.  

 Potential partnerships can also be developed through business networking 

opportunities. 

 Next, consider what taking a particular innovative step could mean for your 

business. Ask yourself: 

 What impact it will have on your business processes and practices 

 What extra training your staff may require 

 What extra resources you may need 

 How you'll finance the work 

 Whether you'll be creating any intellectual property that will need protecting 

 Finally, you should include your vision in your business plan by: 

 Putting down your goals, both long and short term and detailing how you intend to 

achieve them 

 Linking goals to financial targets, such as achieving a specific turnover by a set date 

 Reviewing your plan regularly 
 

ENCOURAGE INNOVATION IN YOUR BUSINESS: 

 There are many sources you can use to help generate new ideas for the business. 

 Suppliers, business partners and business network contacts can all make valuable 

contributions to the creative process, as well as providing support and 

encouragement. 

 Your employees are also a vital asset in generating innovative ideas. 

 To get the most from them, you need to create an innovative environment and 

encourage creative thinking. 

Steps to promote innovation: 

 Make sure you have processes and events to capture ideas. For example, you could 

set up suggestion boxes around the workplace or hold regular workshops or 

occasional company away days to brainstorm ideas. 

 Create a supportive atmosphere in which people feel free to express their ideas 

without the risk of criticism or ridicule. 

 Encourage risk taking and experimentation - don't penalize people who try new ideas 

that fail. 
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 Promote openness between individuals and teams. Good ideas and knowledge in one 

part of your business should be shared with others. Teamwork, newsletters and 

intranets can all help your people share information and encourage innovation. 

 Stress that people at all levels of the business share responsibility for innovation, so 

everybody feels involved in taking the business forward. The fewer the layers of 

management or decision making in your organization, the more people feel their 

ideas matter. 

 Reward innovation and celebrate success. Appropriate incentives can play a 

significant role in encouraging staff to think creatively. 

 Look for imagination and creativity when recruiting new employees. Remember that 

innovative thinkers aren't always those with the most impressive list of 

qualifications. 

 

FUNDING INNOVATION 

 

 There are a number of ways you can fund your growth through innovation, either by 

using your own funds or tapping into external funding such as loans or equity 

finance. 

 However, any route to external funding will need a high-quality business plan that 

describes your business and sets out detailed forecasts of where it's going. 

 Businesses often turn to their banks for a line of credit or loans for additional 

finance, depending on their borrowing needs. 

 If you're willing to relinquish some control of your business to external investors, 

you could consider using equity finance. The two main routes for this are investment 

from business angels and venture capital firms: 

 Business angels are wealthy individuals who invest in private companies, typically 

from $30,000 to $500,000. 

 Venture capital firms provide higher levels of investment in return for shares in the 

business. 

 Government programs 

 You may also wish to consider applying for a government program. This will only 

usually cover part of your project, but you will retain control of the shares in your 

business. Consult Programs - R&D and innovation. 

 Other sources of help. 

 Small and medium-sized businesses can claim tax refunds and credits on appropriate 

research and development spending. 

 

 

http://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/search/?page=1&type_de_contenu=programme&sujet=innovation
http://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/search/?page=1&fin_type=tax+refunds+and+credits
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2. COLLABORATION: 

 Collaboration is the process of two or more people or organizations working 

together to complete a task or achieve a goal.  

 Collaboration is similar to cooperation. Most collaboration requires leadership, 

although the form of leadership can be social within 

a decentralized and egalitarian group. 

 Teams that work collaboratively often access greater resources, recognition and 

rewards when facing competition for finite resources.  

 Collaboration is a purposeful relationship in which all parties strategically choose to 

cooperate in order to accomplish a shared outcome. 

 Collaboration in business can be found both within and across organizations and 

ranges from partnership and crowd funding to the complexity of a multinational 

corporation.  

 Inter-organizational collaboration brings participating parties to invest resources, 

mutually achieve goals, share information, resources, rewards and responsibilities, 

as well as make joint decisions and solve problems. 

 Collaboration between public, private and voluntary sectors can be effective in 

tackling complex policy problems, but may be handled more effectively 

by boundary-spanning teams and networks than by formal organizational structures. 

 Collaboration allows for better communication within the organization and along 

supply chains. It is a way of coordinating different ideas from numerous people to 

generate a wide variety of knowledge.  

 Collaboration with a selected few firms have been shown to positively impact firm 

performance and innovation outcomes. 

 Technology has provided the internet, wireless connectivity and collaboration tools 

such as blogs and wikis, and has as such created the possibility of "mass 

collaboration".  

 People are able to rapidly communicate and share ideas, crossing longstanding 

geographical and cultural boundaries.  

 Social networks permeate business culture where collaborative uses include file 

sharing and knowledge transfer.  

 Journalist Evan Rosen claims that command-and-control organizational structures 

inhibit collaboration and replacing such structures allows collaboration to flourish. 

 Studies have found that collaboration can increase achievement and 

productivity.However, a four-year study of interorganizational collaboration found 

that successful collaboration can be rapidly derailed through external policy steering, 

particularly where it undermines relations built on trust. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralized
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egalitarian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partnership
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowd_funding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_spanning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_collaboration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_collaboration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evan_Rosen
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Benefits of collaboration; 

1. Improved Flexibility of the Organization 

When collaboration improves, so too does the organization's ability to handle sudden 

change. Teamwork makes it easier to pivot when customer preferences change or 

disruptive technologies enter the scene. 

2. Engaged Employees. 

Widespread collaboration leads to fully engaged workers eager to take on new 

projects, and who embrace change not as another burden but as a challenge that will take 

them to the next level. 

3. Healthier Employees. 

When you treat employees as people instead of cogs in a machine, and ensure their 

managers focus on positive interactions, then you can say goodbye to those deadly levels 

of stress that lead to toxic health conditions. 

4. More Productive Meetings 

Efficient collaboration results in more efficient meetings. With proactive teamwork 

enriching the corporate culture, workers need fewer meetings as they accomplish their 

tasks and use tools to document work progress or delegate work yet to be done. And when 

meetings must be held, there is more proactive information sharing, more engagement, 

more support for each other's efforts. 

5. More Attractive to Top Talent 

Collaboration gives your firm a competitive advantage when attracting top talent. 

Highly motivated job prospects want to be able to work under people they respect and 

whom they feel they can learn from. 

6. Accelerated Business Velocity 

With a collaborative culture, you gain the ability to bring products to the market 

faster. Teamwork and communication speed up the entire process and make it easier to 

produce anything. The entire organization's ability to create value accelerates as a result. 

7. Higher Retention Rates 

What's the great thing about better employee engagement? Happier, more fulfilled 

workers. Why would they leave if their work is fulfilling, if the people they work with are 

all generous team players, and if they're getting the recognition they crave? 
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Not that collaboration automatically leads to all the above, but what it does is set the 

foundation for a more open culture within the workplace. And it is this culture that keeps 

people loyal and committed to your organization. 

8. Innovative Ideas 

Sure, collaboration is never easy. It generates as much friction as it does productive 

output. But the silver lining of all that friction between conflicting personalities and work 

styles? It generates dynamic, innovative ideas. And without those new and vibrant ideas, 

your organization dies a mediocre death. 

 

9. Better Alignment with Stakeholders 

When you talk about collaboration, it's a good idea to specially focus on external 

collaboration with your customers, partners, and vendors — the stakeholders whom your 

project and your product directly affect. 

If you are able to leverage their feedback into your product development process, 

then there will be better alignment between the customer’s actual needs and your product’s 

features. Win-win. 

10. Increased Profitability 

And then of course, there's the bottom line. Collaboration improves it. Because after 

recruiting all the superstar geniuses, and building a culture worthy of their skills, they get 

to work generating the innovative ideas that will propel you forward and that bring home 

the bacon. Everyone happy. 

 

3. UNDERSTANDING BUSSINES NETWORKS: 

 Networking is a socioeconomic business activity by which businesspeople and 

entrepreneurs meet to form business relationships and to recognize, create, or act 

upon business opportunities, share information and seek potential partners for 

ventures. 

 In the second half of the twentieth century, the concept of networking was promoted 

to help businesspeople to build their social capital. In the US, workplace equity 

advocates encouraged business networking by members of marginalized groups 

(e.g., women, African-Americans, etc.) to identify and address the challenges 

barring them from professional success.  

 Mainstream business literature subsequently adopted the terms and concepts, 

promoted them as pathways to success for all career climbers. 
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 A business network is a type of business social network which is developed to help 

business people connect with other managers and entrepreneurs to further each 

other's business interests by forming mutually beneficial business relationships. 

  Business networking is a way of leveraging your business and personal connections 

to help bring you regular supply of new business. 

 There are several prominent business networking organizations that create models of 

networking events that, when followed, allow the business person to build new 

business relationships and generate business opportunities at the same time.  

 A professional network service is an implementation of information technology in 

support of business networking.  

 Chambers of Commerce and other business-oriented groups may also organize 

networking activities. There are multiple different types of networking groups 

though and the best type for each individual varies depending on the business they 

are in and prospects they want to meet. 

 Networking can be an effective way for job-seekers to gain a competitive edge over 

others in the job-market.  

 The skilled networker cultivates personal relationships with prospective employers 

and selection panelists, in the hope that these personal affections will influence 

future hiring decisions. This form of networking has raised ethical concerns.  

 The objection is that it constitutes an attempt to corrupt formal selection processes. 

The networker is accused of seeking non-meritocratic advantage over other 

candidates; advantage that is based on personal fondness rather than on any 

objective appraisal of which candidate is most qualified for the position. 

 Many businesses use networking as a key factor in their marketing plan. It helps to 

develop a strong feeling of trust between those involved and play a big part in 

raising the profile of a company.  

 Suppliers and businesses can be seen as networked businesses, and will tend to 

source the business and their suppliers through their existing relationships and those 

of the companies they work closely with.  

 Networked businesses tend to be open, random, and supportive, whereas those 

relying on hierarchical, traditional managed approaches are closed, selective, and 

controlling. 

There are 5 types of business networks are there, they are  

1. Casual contact networks 

 These are general business groups that allow many people from various overlapping 

professions. These groups usually meet monthly and often hold mixers where 

everyone mingles informally.  
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 They may also hold meetings where guest speakers present on important business 

topics or to discuss issues concerning legislation, community affairs or local 

business programs. 

 The best examples of these groups are the thousands of chambers of commerce 

active across North America and elsewhere in the world.  

 They offer participants an opportunity to make valuable contacts with many other 

businesspeople in the community.  

 By attending chamber events, you can make initial contacts that will be valuable in 

other aspects of developing your referral business. 

 But because casual-contact organizations aren't tailored primarily to help you get 

referrals, you have to exert effort to make them work.  

 For example, you can volunteer to be a chamber ambassador, a position that that 

requires little time commitment but provides much exposure. Sitting on committees 

helps you get to know members. 

2. Strong contact networks 

 Organizations whose purpose is principally to help members exchange business 

referrals are known as strong contact referral groups. Some of these groups meet 

weekly, typically over lunch or breakfast.  

 Most of them limit membership to one member per profession or specialty. 

 Strong contact networks provide highly focused opportunities for you and your 

associates to begin developing your referral marketing campaigns.  

 You won't meet hundreds of businesspeople in this type of group, but all the 

members will be carrying your business cards around with them everywhere they go.  

 The net result is like having up to 50 salespeople working for you! With a program 

like this, you'll be establishing powerful long-term relationships that will prove 

invaluable. 

 If you're considering a strong-contact group, you'll want to keep a few things in 

mind: 

 You need to have a schedule that lets you attend all or almost all of the meetings.  

 Regular attendance is vital to developing a rapport with the other members of the 

group and getting to know their businesses. 

 You need to feel comfortable going to a networking event and being on the lookout 

for prospects that can help other members of your group.  

 A good strong-contact networking group typically tracks the amount of business 

that's conducted. If you're not "pulling your weight," you'll be asked to leave or 

referrals will stop coming your way. 
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3. Community service clubs 

 Unlike more business-oriented groups, service groups aren't set up primarily for 

referral networking; their activities are focused on service to the community.  

 However, in the course of giving time and effort to civic causes, you form lasting 

relationships that broaden and deepen your personal and business networks.  

 If you go in not to benefit but to contribute, the social capital you accrue will 

eventually reward you in other ways and from other directions -- business among 

them. 

 

 

4. Professional associations 

 Professional association members tend to be from one specific type of industry, such 

as banking, architecture, personnel, accounting or health.  

 The primary purpose of a professional association is to exchange information and 

ideas. 

 Your goal in tapping into such networks is to join groups that contain your potential 

clients or target markets.  

 A simple procedure for targeting key groups is to ask your best clients or customers 

which groups they belong to. 

 In these types of networks, we recommend you stand out by finding ways to help 

without selling to members.  

 As an example, if you were a social media consultant and joined an association of 

professional business coaches, rather than trying to "sell" them on your services, 

how about volunteering to run the association's social platforms?  

 Taking charge of their Face book and LinkedIn pages would be a great start toward 

building relationships and showing them your value. 

5. Online/social media networks 

 From a business perspective, the ideal use for social media is to build your brand and 

your credibility with the people you're connected to by providing value for your 

connections and followers.  

 Whether you're talking about face-to-face networking or online networking -- 

credibility and relationship building is still critical to the process. 

 With social media, the key to success is outlining a strategy that considers the 

amount of time you can realistically dedicate to your online marketing efforts and 

being consistent.  
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 Map out a weekly schedule that outlines specific days and times you'll spend 

developing your social media strategy. Figure out what's realistic and what makes 

sense for your company, and go from there. 

 Once your strategy's in place, you'll no doubt be anxious to start seeing a return on 

your social media investment.  

 It's vital to remember that networking is more about farming than it is about hunting, 

whether online or face to face.  

 It's about cultivating relationships with people. It's about building the credibility of 

your brand and that doesn't happen overnight. 

 His age of hybrid governance is already upon us. China today is a hybrid of 19th-

century communist ideology and 21st-century capitalist practice, yet it stands on the 

cusp of becoming the world’s largest economy.  

 Asian state capitalism is actually a centuries-old European practice dating back at 

least to the government of Victorian Britain, which gradually brought the British 

East India Company under its direct supervision and control over the course of the 

19th-century, absorbing all of its colonies and wealth.  

 Could China’s state-owned companies and banks today—with their expansive 

operations and lending across the developing world—be the East India Company of 

the 21st-century? As much as this article is about the future of governance, there are 

always important echoes from the past. 

 More and more entities occupy the middle ground between state-owned and fully 

privatized, especially in emerging markets.  

 What was taboo under the “Washington Consensus” is today the norm, particularly 

sizable government stakes in leading industries, whether in the form of ownership, 

management, subsidies, or other forms of preferential treatment.  

 More fundamental than this shift in the regulatory environment is an evolution in the 

very nature of the players.  

 The many variations that occur when public not only meets private but blends with it 

are what we can call “hybrid governance”: government-sponsored entities with 

multistakeholder management, publicly financed corporations that compete in the 

international marketplace, federally chartered bodies with substantial private 

investment, and other combinations.  

 In other words, public-sector skeletons with private-sector DNA. Many of the most 

prominent state-owned enterprises, sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), and special 

economic zones (SEZs) exemplify elements of this increasingly visible public-

private fusion that goes beyond the traditional division of labor between public- and 

private-sector roles toward a more active, if blurry, co governance among them. 
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4. Differentiation interdependence and ownership 

INTERDEPENDENCE: 

 The study of interdependence helps business owners understand how the different 

departments or units within their organization depend on the performance of others. 

POOLED INTERDEPENDENCE: 

 Pooled interdependence is perhaps the loosest form of the three. In this type of 

interdependence, each organizational department or business unit performs 

completely separate functions. While departments may not directly interact and do 

not directly depend on each other in the pooled interdependence model, each does 

contribute individual pieces to the same overall puzzle. This creates an almost blind, 

indirect dependence on the performance of others wherein one department's failures 

could lead to the failure of the overall process. 

Sequential Interdependence 

 Sequential interdependence occurs when one unit in the overall process produces an 

output necessary for the performance by the next unit. Perhaps the most obvious 

example of sequential interdependence is an assembly line. According to the Proven 

Models website, "The demand for coordination to prevent slowdown is greater than 

for pooled task interdependence." Scheduling and planning your organization's 

resources in a sequential interdependence model is essential to efficient operations. 

Reciprocal Interdependence 

 Reciprocal interdependence is similar to sequential interdependence in that the 

output of one department becomes the input of another, with the addition of being 

cyclical. In this model, an organization's departments are at their highest intensity of 

interaction. Reciprocal models are the most complex and difficult to manage--the 

Business Intelligence website notes that "one unit can change the rules and affect 

everyone else at any time." 

OWNERSHIP: 

 Sole proprietorship: A sole proprietorship, also known as a sole trader, is owned by 

one person and operates for their benefit. The owner operates the business alone and 

may hire employees. A sole proprietor has unlimited liability for all obligations 

incurred by the business, whether from operating costs or judgments against the 

business. All assets of the business belong to a sole proprietor, including, for example, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sole_proprietorship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_liability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_cost
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judgment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset
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computer infrastructure, any inventory, manufacturing equipment, or retail fixtures, as 

well as any real property owned by the sole proprietor. 

 Partnership: A partnership is a business owned by two or more people. In most 

forms of partnerships, each partner has unlimited liability for the debts incurred by the 

business. The three most prevalent types of for-profit partnerships are general 

partnerships, limited partnerships, and limited liability partnerships.  

 Corporation: The owners of a corporation have limited liability and the business 

has a separate legal personality from its owners. Corporations can be 

either government-owned or privately owned, and they can organize either for profit or 

as nonprofit organizations. A privately owned, for-profit corporation is owned by 

its shareholders, who elect a board of directors to direct the corporation and hire its 

managerial staff. A privately owned, for-profit corporation can be either privately 

held by a small group of individuals, or publicly held, with publicly traded shares listed 

on a stock exchange. 

 Cooperative: Often referred to as a "co-op", a cooperative is a limited-liability 

business that can organize as for-profit or not-for-profit. A cooperative differs from a 

corporation in that it has members, not shareholders, and they share decision-making 

authority. Cooperatives are typically classified as either consumer 

cooperatives or worker cooperatives. Cooperatives are fundamental to the ideology 

of economic democracy. 

 Limited liability companies (LLC): limited liability partnerships, and other 

specific types of business organization protect their owners or shareholders 

from business failure by doing business under a separate legal entity with certain legal 

protections. In contrast, unincorporated businesses or persons working on their own are 

usually not as protected.  

 Franchises: A franchise is a system in which entrepreneurs purchase the rights to 

open and run a business from a larger corporation. Franchising in the United States is 

widespread and is a major economic powerhouse. One out of twelve retail businesses in 

the United States are franchised and 8 million people are employed in a franchised 

business. 
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5. Designing hybrid governance models: 

 It should come as no surprise that parastatals (state owned enterprise) have emerged 

to unite whatever political will exists in the public sector with whatever resources 

can be corralled from the private sector. The post–Cold War period has witnessed 

dozens of ineffective and populist democracies, from Argentina to Greece to 

Thailand, as well as post-communist states and postcolonial states still struggling 

with ossified public sectors. 

 

 There is no doubt that the current wave of parastatals has dramatically improved the 

efficiency of governance and thus represents to some extent the triumph of 

technocracy over democracy. The question thus becomes what impact they will 

have on accountability. Indeed, to a large extent each parastatal has a unique 

bureaucratic structure and legal mandate that makes its authority specific yet 

opaque and its management structure clear but detached from democratic oversight. 

Even if parastatals do not reflect a deliberated “will of the people,” at their best they 

can be stewards of Rousseau’s “general will,” improving hard and soft 

infrastructure and building companies that mobilize and empower struggling 

societies.  

 

 On the other hand, at times they can also crowd out a genuinely inclusive private 

sector in favor of corporate monuments manipulated by “bureau-garchs” for 

personal gain. 

 

 Alongside the other form of hybrid governance in vogue today—public-private 

partnerships—parastatals give rise to schizophrenia about the relationship between 

public and private. It is only half in jest, therefore, that futurist Peter Schwartz likes 

to call Singapore “the best run company in the world.” Indeed, up to 60 percent of 

Singapore’s GDP is linked to companies owned wholly or partially by Temasek and 

associated holding companies.  

 

 Ultimately, the measure of their utility and desirability will be performance. 

Parastatals should be studied more closely to determine which most successfully 

blend public mandates and capital with private investment and management to bring 

about the most successful outcomes for nations and citizens. 

 

 Parastatals have clearly become the tool of choice for governments to modernize 

governance and manage globalization. Despite the lack of public scrutiny, they 
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have proven to be effective vehicles for harnessing scarce financial and managerial 

resources.  

 

 Furthermore, as international competition for investment intensifies, increasing 

numbers of states are likely to take the path of parastatals to promote their 

attractiveness to the outside world. Governance has never ceased to be a 

competitive arena.  

 

 Exporting parastatal models—whether Singapore’s land-management authority, 

Rotterdam’s port, or Songdo’s smart city—is a new economic and commercial 

field. Parastatals are spreading faster than any other institutional form because they 

have been necessary and successful in the absence of alternatives—and are 

competitive today, even against more democratic options. 

 

 

5.1 Hybrid governance modes 

 Under the New Institutional Economics (NIE) framework, a production organization 

is understood in terms of its capability to efficiently reduce transaction costs 

because of its need to adapt to an institutional environment. 

  The structures used to reduce these costs are called governance structures, the object 

of study of transaction-cost economics (TCE) —a wing of NIE focused on the 

microinstitutions governing economic transactions.  

 According to, a transaction cost is a cost incurred in negotiating, obtaining 

information, monitoring performance, drawing up contracts and ensuring their 

enforcement.  

 Considering the transaction as its unit of analysis, the TCE framework seeks to 

identify whether the transaction’s characteristics are in line with the governance 

structures that support it. 

  To that end, it takes into consideration three attributes of transactions that affect the 

governance modes: (i) asset specificity; (ii) uncertainty; and (iii) frequency. 

 TCE considers that companies adopt governance structures with the main objective 

of reducing the transaction costs involved in their activities. Conventional modes of 

governance are hierarchy and market, and there are various intermediate forms, 

known as hybrid governance structures. 

 Few studies have been initially developed on the intermediate forms of governance 

between hierarchy and spot market transactions, since they have focused on 

hierarchy as an alternative to market-based governance structures. Williamson 

http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S0104-530X2016000400842&script=sci_arttext&tlng=en#B017
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(1991) posited that these intermediate forms of transaction governance are the most 

common, referring to them as hybrid governance structures. 

 Subsequent work developed in the 1980s and 1990s contributed to distinguishing 

between hybrid and hierarchical governances, which generated increased interest in 

the development of contracts and the different mechanisms of hybrid coordination. 

 In hybrids, the interaction between the parties is conducted through contracts. As 

understood by this type of agreement has a private and bilateral ordering 

organization, with hybrid forms located on a continuum of organizational 

governance with intermediate characteristics between market and hierarchy. 

 Advanced in the identification of the diversity of intermediate contractual forms 

(hybrids). Ménard notes that hybrid models go beyond the standards set by bilateral 

relations, involving many parties, which develop mechanisms that function as 

informal authorities, also called private ordering or private governance, 

complementary to established contracts, and safeguarding specific investments from 

opportunism behavior and the business environment from uncertainty. These 

mechanisms are flexible and less costly in the resolution of contentious disputes than 

the legal formalism. 

 A situation of specific assets with uncertainty faces the threat of ex-post 

opportunism, which most contracts can neither anticipate nor monitor, because 

despite the great quantity and complexity of existing clauses, there is the problem of 

contract incompleteness. 

 Thus, contracts have to be enforced by additional mechanisms. Such new provisions 

can be formal or established through mutual commitments, trust and reputation, and 

are used to resolve disputes arising from relationship problems, in order to ensure 

stability and minimize the hazards of opportunism derived from highly specific 

assets.  

 According to Ménard (2004), the decision of adopting a hybrid governance 

mechanism obeys the logic of reducing the transaction costs of the activities in 

which the participants of the arrangement are involved. 

 Ménard (2005) also points out that companies adopt hybrid forms because they have 

the expectation to get returns from their investments in complementarily.  

 Mutual dependence generates profits and benefits to the parties, and the mechanisms 

developed within hybrid arrangements can protect income and preserve the stability 

of the agreements made ex-ante, through the partner selection, and ex-post through 

governance mechanisms. 

 Organizations develop hybrid arrangements because of the advantages borne from 

the working relationship with partners willing to share risks and complementarities, 

as well as invest in mutual dependence. When deciding about the degree of 

dependency to which they are willing to submit, they establish mechanisms to 

ensure specific investments and determine how to divide the revenues. 

http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S0104-530X2016000400842&script=sci_arttext&tlng=en#B017
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 The hybrid system has the advantage of enabling specific investments, which can be 

performed between partners without losing the advantages of autonomous decisions, 

while allowing an advantageous pooling of resources in uncertain corporate 

environments. 

 According to, hybrid arrangements are shaped by separate legal entities which, 

through a mutual agreement, share or exchange technology, capital, goods and 

services. Included in this category are networks, subcontracting systems, 

franchising, joint ventures and various forms of partnership and cooperation between 

firms. 

 Hybrid arrangements, according to Ménard’s model (2004), may be more or less 

formal, occupying a spectrum that extends from the trust to authority, as shown 

in Figure 1: Along the y-axis are the governance costs, and along the x-axis are the 

investments in asset specificity (k). Note that the governance costs are established 

according to the specific assets. Hence, the higher the specific asset, the greater the 

cost of governance, and the more centralized the coordination form is, approaching 

the hierarchy mode. 

 

Typology of hybrid organizations. 

 Trust is the closest model of market relations. Decisions are decentralized and 

coordination is “loose”, performed by means of mutual influence and reciprocity 

http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S0104-530X2016000400842&script=sci_arttext&tlng=en#gf0100
http://www.scielo.br/img/revistas/gp/v23n4/0104-530X-gp-0104-530X3363-16-gf01-en.jpg
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between the parties. On one level, trust can promote cohesion and ensure a certain 

degree of coordination, justified by the need to maintain the continuity of the 

relationship. 

 At the other pole of the spectrum of hybrid governance lies the formal mode of 

governance, closer to what is known as an integrated company. While the parties 

remain independent and still competing in some segments of their activities, a 

significant portion of their decisions is coordinated by an autonomous entity, which 

functions as a private bureau, with some attributes of hierarchy. 

 The model based on formal government relies on two basic aspects: ensured 

autonomy of the parties and, at the same time, the transfer of some decisions to a 

separate entity, on a consensual basis, to coordinate the actions of the arrangement. 

 Between the polar forms “trust” and “formal governance”, there is a coordination 

mechanism based on a relationship supported by leadership and by the relational 

model of interdependence, called mutualism. The coordination through mutuality 

interactions is stronger than that based on trust: it is established through formal rules 

and conventions built between the parties in order to prevent the risk of 

opportunism, and endorsed through the recognition of complementary competences 

and relationships resulting from recurring contacts. 

 The leadership mode arises when a company exerts its authority over its partners, 

because it either holds specific competencies or occupies a key position in the 

sequence of operations. This type of system maintains some symmetry between the 

holders of rights of property rights and retains, at least formally, some independence 

in the decisions of the economic actors. 

 Although none of the above-mentioned forms of coordination structures typify the 

hybrid coordination in isolation, but they can be combined to solve the key problem 

of the contractual relationship, namely: how to save contractual transaction costs 

between autonomous parts and reduce the chances of opportunism. 

 In general, hybrid arrangements exist because the partners need to develop the most 

suitable form of coordination for investing in the mutual dependence between the 

autonomous structures. The challenge faced by the parties is to decide on the degree 

of interdependence, centralization and formalization of governance mechanisms 

between legally independent organizations. 
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6. Building collaborative community: 

 Collaboration is a key factor in building a small business because it works. People 

thrive in environments which free them to communicate and work together. When 

the company environment is focused on collaboration, team members naturally feel 

a part of something bigger than themselves. The best way to transition from an 

individual to a collaborative mindset is to equip each team member for active 

participation in the group dynamic. 

Here are 10 simply ways to cultivate team cohesion: 

1. Create a clear and compelling cause. 

 To create cohesion, team members must be provided with a convincing reason to be 

a part of the company mission. The more compelling and exciting the mission, the 

easier it is to inspire team members to want to be a part of what the company aspires 

to accomplish. When they are given a clear and gripping cause to be involved with, 

team members naturally become as passionate about the goals and objectives as their 

leaders. If team members do not care or are unclear about the goals and objectives 

presented to them, they will find all kinds of reasons not to work together. For 

collaboration to work, the vision and purpose must be clear. 

2. Communicate expectations. 

 Collaboration must be communicated to team members as the minimum standard. 

To foster this, team members must be provided with defined individual and 

collective roles and responsibilities they will hold within the team. When they have a 

clear understanding of their position, each team member will work more effectively 

and without accidentally stepping on another person’s toes creating unforeseen 

conflicts. 

  In a collaborative environment, each team member experiences what it means to 

take part in the shared responsibility of results. With this type of focus, what starts 

out as a goal becomes a crusade with the experience of success changing from an 

individual achievement into a bonded group experience building comrade and 

morale. 

3. Establish team goals. 

 To drive success in team members it’s important to set measurable goals for each on 

a quarterly basis. The purpose of these goals is to provide team members with 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/topic/collaboration
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achievable wins. These wins have a magical way of breaking down barriers and 

creating positive momentum individually and collectively. 

  Further, it’s imperative to re-evaluate goals and redirect whenever necessary. At 

each quarter’s end, the outcomes of quarterly goals must be made available to the 

whole team as a way to measure and celebrate progress, and to determine where 

improvements need to be made. Working with this type of transparency decreases 

confusion, finger-pointing and the disintegration of team cohesion. 

4. Leverage team-member strengths. 

 To empower each team member, it is a great strategy to work with their strengths 

rather than working around their weaknesses. It is a good idea to have each member 

take a personality test such as the Myers-Briggs, and hold a team roundtable to share 

results.  

 This is a great bonding exercise because the results allow each person to get to know 

themselves and their team members in a much deeper way. It also gives team 

members information about who to go to and for what based upon each person’s 

individual strengths.  

 When teams are connected in this way, each member is set up for success because 

they are each assigned tasks that play to their respective strengths. 

5. Foster cohesion between team members. 

 Cohesive teams are more successful. They are successful because each person on the 

team is included in as many large decisions as possible. When team members feel 

this type of inclusion, they feel the perceived significance of their role, causing them 

to naturally perform better.  

 To be the most effective, teams should to participate in daily huddles where each 

member discusses their goals and objectives for day. This helps to avoid duplication 

of effort and competition between team members. These huddles keep everyone on 

the same playbook and enables team members to re-direct their efforts as needed. 

6. Encourage innovation. 

 For teams to grow they must be encouraged to brainstorm and question the status 

quo in an open and non-judgmental environment. Team members must be coached 

and led to believe the challenges and obstacles they face can and will be overcome. 

When a “can-do” attitude is instilled it motivates team members to live up to those 

“can-do” expectations.  

 It is also important to ask team members for their thoughts, their reasoning and ideas 

on a regular basis. The more connected and understood they feel to their manager or 
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leader, the more motivated they will be to perform, impress, and be creative and to 

exceed expectations. 

7. Keep promises and honor requests. 

 Most requests and promises are held sacred within a team, but considered optional 

between other company units or customers. Taking a request from a customer 

seriously and demonstrating that the team is working to do what they say they are 

going to do, go a long way towards building trust and blurring boundaries. 

  The question every customer and every business unit asks of another is, can I count 

on you? Will you be there when I need you? Do you care about this as much as we 

do? When team members and customers feel they can depend upon you and your 

team to deliver what they expect, business grows, relationships grow as does 

revenue. 

8. Encourage people to socialize outside of work. 

 We all lead busy personal lives and the thought of having one more corporate event 

we are obligated to attend can add stress. However, socializing with co-workers 

outside the office is an effective way to open channels of communication, to create a 

better understanding and break down any walls of pre-judgmental or mistrust 

between team members.  

 When team members learn they share common interests or wrestle with some of the 

same challenges outside of work as others, they experience their team members as 

more real, which helps to decrease individual bias, stereotyping and false 

objectifying. When we see our team members as human, it makes it more difficult to 

point the finger at them. 

9. Recognize, reward and celebrate collaborative behavior. 

 The legends of athletic dynasties or standout corporate successes consist of 

incredible collaborative efforts. Team members often sit in conversation reminiscing 

over how it all came together. Whether shared through video, newsletter, podcast, 

annual report or seminar, stories of great collaboration break down the walls of 

individualism and honor the collective accomplishment. 

  Attaching performance rewards and bonuses to collaborative efforts sends the right 

message to team members about the values that are driving the business. 

 Establishing a collaborative environment is just the beginning of a more successful 

venture. For collaboration to work it must be consistent and purposeful, with 

resources and rewards dedicated to its success. You may have many standout 
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successes in your company already; but you can increase your productivity 

exponentially by getting them to work as a collaborative team.  

 When team members feel they are a part of something exceptional they are more 

than willing to work together to get the ball across the goal line. Collaboration works 

because there is nothing more meaningful, bonding or growth promoting than a 

shared win. 

 

6. EMERGING NETWORK BUSINESS MODELS: 

 The day to day business is changing rapidly throughout the globe and India is one of 

the best examples for emerging business models that are shown in many key sectors. 

 From past decades there is huge development in transferring the networks in 

business the communication is the main source of changing the models in the new 

era. 

 As we see a lot of development in the business like in auto mobiles producing 

electric cars to reduce pollution in air, in mobiles to transfer the messages as quickly 

as possible , a very Important one is in digitalization models, in education 

department everyone are using digitalization classes etc . 

 Business people are changing their stance according to the technology that is 

obtaining in today’s generation.  

 So many new business are planning their firms according to the people comforts. 

Business Models 

BRANDS 

 Fashion brands are companies or startups that design, develop, market, and distribute 

various forms of apparel and accessories under a moniker that is distinctive and 

unequivocally tied to the company or startup.  

 You’ll recognize digital immigrant fashion brands such as Adidas, Balenciaga, 

Burberry, Dior, Dolce & Gabbana, Fendi, Givenchy, Gucci, Hanes, H&M, Inditex, 

Michael Kors, Nike, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Under Armor, Versace. Some digital 

native brands are Bonobos, Boohoo, Eloquii, Everlane, Gwynnie Bee, LuluLemon, 

MM.LaFleur, ModCloth, Reformation, Off-White, Outdoor Voices, and Vetements. 

  A key trait of these companies is that they each seek to establish a direct and 

psychological bond of trust with the consumers who buy their products, so that such 

customers begin to identify closely with the brand.  

 For this reason marketing is one of the critical activities in which such companies 

and startups engage. Vertically Integrated digital native brands have created such 
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optimized supply chains that they not only offer quality products, but cost savings 

directly to their clients.  

 Their efficiencies make them early adopters of personalized and on-demand methods 

of production. 

HOLDING COMPANIES 

 A holding company is a company that is organized for the primary purpose of 

making investments in other companies. The holding company itself does not run 

any operations, but it controls the policies and operations of companies in its 

portfolio through its ownership of voting stock.  

 The key function of a holding company is that of capital allocation. Given the way 

they are organized, holding companies are less well known by the consuming public. 

Some digital immigrant holding companies in the fashion industry are; Ascena 

Retail Group, Fast Retailing, Global Brands Group, Hudson’s Bay, Kering, LVMH, 

Luxottica, PVH, Richemont, VF Corp, Vipshop Holdings, and Tapestry. 

The real sense of business models are-- 

 The commercial building technologies market has traditionally been slow to evolve, 

but digitization and analytics have changed the trajectory of this evolution significantly.  

 Commercial building technologies such as HVAC and building control systems 

provide the foundational equipment for the intelligent buildings market, which also offers 

advanced digital technologies and other smart systems.  

 Vendors are developing their business models to grow the market—and their market 

share—with new value-added services, end-to-end solution offerings, and strategic 

partnerships.  

 

 They are also offering diverse solution sets that go beyond energy-related benefits to 

include occupant comfort solutions, enterprise-level business metrics, and other services. 

 

 To accomplish this expansion of market offerings, partnering strategies will be key. 

No one vendor has all the resources, technology, or capabilities to develop an end-to-end 

solution. Smaller vendors with unique capabilities will discover that partnering is crucial to 

entering the commercial building technologies and intelligent buildings markets. 

 

  Vendors and service providers are aiming to gain deeper engagement with their 

customers via new technologies as a way of amplifying their core competency or adding 

new capabilities through these partnerships. However, a winning design for commercial 

terms around partnerships does not yet exist, as the market is nascent and flexibility is 

crucial. 
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 The study explores the market issues, including the evolution of product-oriented, 

subscription-based, solutions provider, and network business models. Global market 

forecasts, segmented by business model type, building type, and region, extend through 

2027.  

 

 The report also examines the key enabling technologies, future business model 

opportunities, and ecosystem of value chain stakeholders in the commercial building 

technologies and intelligent buildings markets. 

 

 The best examples of the emerging models networks are shown in Mobile 

communications, auto mobiles, agriculture sectors and in transportation sectors. 
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MBA IV Semester      

(17E00410)  CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

(Elective VI) 

Objective: The objective of the course is to provide a broad outline of Information Technology 

and its application at corporate business units and to understand all the issues related to the IT 

management. 

1. IT planning and strategy tools: Strategy analysis – environment analysis- Conducting 

strategy audit- Assessing opportunities and risks- Company –technology analysis – 

Industry –technology analysis Trajectories of technology. 

2. Extending the enterprise: Organising for innovation –Collaboration- Understanding 

business networks: differentiation interdependence and ownership – Designing hybrid 

governance models- Building collaborative community- Emerging network business 

models.  

3. IT Alignments : Building the case for IT- leveraging infrastructure and creating options- 

Components of internet working infrastructures –Rise of internet working – business 

implications, Managing IT services : Availability facilities- uninterruptible power –

Delivery- climate control – security – New service models. 

4. IT outsources - Managing risk through incremental outsourcing- Outsourcing advantages 

and disadvantages- Outsourcing opportunities- Managing relationships with outsourcing 

agencies, Coordination and control of IT: Development stages of IT in organising- 

Nolans’ model- Distributed data processing - Centralisation vs decentralisation- drivers 

toward user dominance- Drivers towards centralised policy- Coordination and location IT 

policy.  

5. Project management: Project categories- Project management: stage in project –planning 

and controlling tools-Problems – Towards effective project management, Technology and 

innovation:Understanding technological developments- Technology cycles-. Creative 

idea generation- Employee creativity – R&D- Role in technology development.  

 

Text Books: 

 C,S,G,,Krishnamcaharyulu and Lalitha R. Management of Technology, Himalaya 

 Lynda M.Applegate, Robert D.Ausitn and F. Warren McFarlan, Corporate Information 

strategy and Management,  TMH  

 

References: 

 SanjivaShnkar Dubey, IT strategy and Management, PHI. 

 Parag Kulkarni IT strategy for Business, Oxford. 

 V.K.Narayan, Managing Technology and Innovation for competitive Advantage, 

Pearson. 
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UNIT-3 

1. BUILDING THE CASE FOR IT: 

 Business-IT alignment is a dynamic state in which a business 

organization is able to use information technology (IT) to achieve business 

objectives - typically improved financial performance or 

marketplace competitiveness. Some definitions focus more on outcomes (the 

ability of IT to produce business value) than means (the harmony between 

IT and business decision-makers within the organizations); for example, 

alignment is the capacity to demonstrate a positive relationship between 

information technologies and the accepted financial measures of 

performance. 

 This alignment is in contrast to what is often experienced in organizations: 

IT and business professionals unable to bridge the gap between themselves 

because of differences in objectives, culture, and incentives and a mutual 

ignorance for the other group's body of knowledge.  

 This rift generally results in expensive IT systems that do not provide 

adequate return on investment. For this reason, the search for business-IT 

alignment is closely associated with attempts to improve the business value 

of IT investments. 

 Business-IT alignment integrates the information technology to the strategy, 

mission, and goals of the organization. Key characteristics in order to 

achieve this alignment are: 

 

 The organization must view information technology as an instrument to 

transform the business. This includes exploring other revenue streams and 

integrating other facets of their business into each other. For example, using 

one central data warehouse to combine two separate, but partnering 

businesses. 

 An organization must hold customer service, both externally and internally, 

at the utmost importance. Communication between the organization and 

their customers must not be lost. 

 An organization must rotate both IT and business professionals across 

different departments and job functions. They must have the knowledge and 

experience of both sides of the business so that understanding and 

communication is achieved. Once those three characteristics are achieved, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competition_(companies)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision-maker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measures_of_performance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measures_of_performance
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 An organization must provide clear and specific goals to both the IT and 

business employees. This will create the integration of both entities to 

achieve a common goal. 

 Ensure that IT and business employees understand how the company makes 

or loses money. This is important so that money is not carelessly poured into 

the IT department and there is no return on that investment. 

 Organizations must create a vibrant and inclusive company culture. There 

must not only be informational unity, but a company as whole. 

 It is not unusual for business and IT professionals within an organization to 

experience conflict and in-fighting as lack of mutual understanding and the 

failure to produce desired results leads to blaming and mistrust.  

 The search for B/I alignment often includes efforts to establish trust between 

these two groups and a mechanism for consensus decision-making. 

B/I alignment and IT governance 

 To achieve B/I alignment, organizations must make better decisions that take 

into account both business and IT disciplines. Establishing processes for 

decision-making and control is essentially what is meant by the term 

"governance"; so B/I alignment is closely related to information technology 

governance. 

A commonly cited definition by IT Governance Institute is: 

 IT governance is the responsibility of the board of directors and executive 

management. It is an integral part of enterprise governance and consists of 

the leadership and organizational structures and processes that ensure that 

the organization’s IT sustains and extends the organization’s strategies and 

objectives. 

 Also related to the effort for better decision-making, and therefore often part 

of B/I alignment - is the area of IT portfolio management, which has to do 

with decisions about which IT projects are funded and which are not. 

B/I alignment and business transformation: 

 Ultimately, value must come not just from the IT tools that are selected, but 

also in the way that they are used in the organization. For this reason, the 

scope of B/I alignment also includes business transformation, in which 

organizations redesign how work is accomplished in order to realize 

efficiencies made possible by new IT. Thus, implementing IT to achieve its 
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full potential for business value includes not only a technical component, but 

also an organizational change management component (see the Risk3 model 

below). 

 

 It is important to consider the overall value chain in technology development 

projects as the challenge for the value creation is increasing with the 

growing competitiveness between organizations that has become evident 

(Bird, 2010).  

 

 The concept of value creation through technology is heavily dependent upon 

the alignment of technology and business strategies. While the value 

creation for an organization is a network of relationships between internal 

and external environments, technology plays an important role in improving 

the overall value chain of an organization.  

 

 However, this increase requires business and technology management to 

work as a creative, synergistic, and collaborative team instead of a purely 

mechanistic span of control.  

 

 Technology can help the organization recognize improved competitive 

advantage within the industry it resides and generate superior performance at 

a greater value, according to Bird. 

2. LEVERAGING INFRASTRUCTUREAND CREATING OPTIONS: 

 Henderson &Venkatraman can be seen as the founding fathers of 

business/IT alignment and published an article called Strategic Alignment: 

Leveraging Information Technology for transforming organizations. 

 Typical EA Frameworks are used to achieve business-IT alignment, as these 

frameworks links business and technology layers of organization over 

common threads. 

 TOGAF is a framework by Open Group which defines a very strong method 

of developing the enterprise architecture. The method is called ADM 

(architecture development method). 
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 Zachman EA framework is developed by John Zachman and it defines 

which artifacts enterprises need to develop to be able to organize themselves 

better. It is also widely accepted framework in the industry. 

 

 In the Risk3 model, the objective of B/I alignment is to manage three 

separate risks associated with IT projects: technical risk (will the system 

function as it should?), organizational risk (will individuals within the 

organization use the system as they should?), and business risk (will the 

implementation and adoption of the system translate into business value?). 

Business value is jeopardized unless all three risks are managed 

successfully. 

 An enterprise architecture framework (EA framework) defines how to create 

and use enterprise architecture. An architecture framework provides 

principles and practices for creating and using the architecture description of 

a system. It structures architects' thinking by dividing the architecture 

description into domains, layers, or views, and offers models - typically 

matrices and diagrams - for documenting each view.  

 This allows for making systemic design decisions on all the components of 

the system and making long-term decisions around new design 

requirements, sustainability, and support 

 Enterprise architecture regards the enterprise as a large and complex system 

or system of systems.  

 To manage the scale and complexity of this system, an architectural 

framework provides tools and approaches that help architects abstract from 

the level of detail at which builders’ work, to bring enterprise design tasks 

into focus and produce valuable architecture description documentation. 

The components of an architecture framework provide structured guidance that is 

divided into three main areas: 

Descriptions of architecture: 

 How to document the enterprise as a system, from several viewpoints. Each 

view describes one slice of the architecture; it includes those entities and 

relationships that address particular concerns of interest to particular 

stakeholders; it may take the form of a list, a table, a diagram, or a higher 

level of composite of such. 
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Methods for designing architecture: processes that architects follow.  

 Usually, an overarching enterprise architecture process composed of phases, 

broken into lower-level processes composed of finer grained activities. A 

process is defined by its objectives, inputs, phases (steps or activities) and 

outputs. It may be supported by approaches, techniques, tools, principles, 

rules, and practices. 

Organization of architects: 

 Guidance on the team structure and the governance of the team, including 

the skills, experience, and training needed. 
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The TOGAF Architecture: 

 The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) is a framework for 

enterprise architecture that provides an approach for designing, planning, 

implementing, and governing enterprise information technology 

architecture. 

  TOGAF is a high level approach to design. It is typically modeled at four 

levels: Business, Application, Data, and Technology. It relies heavily on 

modularization, standardization, and already existing, proven technologies 

and products. 

 TOGAF was developed starting 1995; The Open Group claims that TOGAF 

is employed by 80% of Global 50 companies and 60% of Fortune 500 

companies. 
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An architecture framework is a set of tools which can be used for developing a 

broad range of different architectures. It should:  

 Describe a method for defining an information system in terms of a set of 

building blocks. 

 Show how the building blocks fit together contain a set of tools. 

 provide a common vocabulary 
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 Include a list of recommended standards. 

 

 Include a list of compliant products that can be used to implement the 

building blocks. 

 The ANSI/IEEE Standard 1471-2000 specification of architecture (of 

software-intensive systems) may be stated as: "the fundamental organization 

of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other 

and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution." 

 

 However TOGAF has its own view, which may be specified as either a 

"formal description of a system, or a detailed plan of the system at 

component level to guide its implementation", or as "the structure of 

components, their interrelationships, and the principles and guidelines 

governing their design and evolution over time." 

 

 The Architecture Development Method (ADM) is the core of TOGAF which 

describes a method for developing and managing the lifecycle of enterprise 

architecture. 
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Zachman Framework : 

 

 

 

 The Zachman Framework is enterprise ontology and is a fundamental 

structure for Enterprise Architecture which provides a formal and structured 

way of viewing and defining an enterprise.  

 The ontology is a two dimensional classification schema that reflects the 

intersection between two historical classifications. 

  The first are primitive interrogatives: What, How, When, Who, Where, and 

Why. The second is derived from the philosophical concept of reification, 

the transformation of an abstract idea into an instantiation.  

 The Zachman Framework reification transformations are: Identification, 

Definition, Representation, Specification, Configuration and Instantiation. 

 The Zachman Framework is not a methodology in that it does not imply any 

specific method or process for collecting, managing, or using the 

information that it describes rather, it is an ontology whereby a schema for 

organizing architectural artifacts (in other words, design documents, 

specifications, and models) is used to take into account both who the artifact 
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targets (for example, business owner and builder) and what particular issue 

(for example, data and functionality) is being addressed. 

 The framework is named after its creator John Zachman, who first 

developed the concept in the 1980s at IBM. It has been updated several 

times since. 

OVERVIEW 

 The title "Zachman Framework" refers to The Zachman Framework for 

Enterprise Architecture with version 3.0 being the most current. The 

Zachman Framework has evolved in its thirty-year history to include: 

 The initial framework, named A Framework for Information Systems 

Architecture, by John Zachman published in a 1987 article in the IBM 

Systems journal. 

 The Zachman Framework for Enterprise Architecture, an update of the 1987 

original in the 1990s extended and renamed. 

 One of the later versions of the Zachman Framework, offered by Zachman 

International as industry standard. 

 In other sources the Zachman Framework is introduced as a framework, 

originated by and named after John Zachman, represented in numerous 

ways, see image.  

 

This framework is explained as, for example: 

 A framework to organize and analyze data. 

 A framework for enterprise architecture. 

 A classification system or classification scheme. 

 A matrix, often in a 6x6 matrix format. 

 A two-dimensional model or an analytic model. 

 A two-dimensional schema, used to organize the detailed representations of 

the enterprise. 

 

 

 Beside the frameworks developed by John Zachman, numerous extensions 

and/or applications have been developed, which are also sometimes called 

Zachman Frameworks, however they generally tend to be graphical overlays 

of the actual framework itself. 

 The Zachman Framework summarizes a collection of perspectives involved 

in enterprise architecture. These perspectives are represented in a two-

dimensional matrix that defines along the rows the type of stakeholders and 

with the columns the aspects of the architecture.  
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 The framework does not define a methodology for architecture. Rather, the 

matrix is a template that must be filled in by the goals/rules, processes, 

material, roles, locations, and events specifically required by the 

organization. Further modeling by mapping between columns in the 

framework identifies gaps in the documented state of the organization. 

 

 The framework is a logical structure for classifying and organizing the 

descriptive representations of an enterprise. It is significant to both the 

management of the enterprise, and the actors involved in the development of 

enterprise systems. 

 

 While there is no order of priority for the columns of the Framework, the 

top-down order of the rows is significant to the alignment of business 

concepts and the actual physical enterprise.  

 

 The level of detail in the Framework is a function of each cell (and not the 

rows). When done by IT the lower level of focus is on information 

technology, however it can apply equally to physical material (ball valves, 

piping, transformers, fuse boxes for example) and the associated physical 

processes, roles, locations etc. related to those items. 
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